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1. The hypothesis: Close apposition as the source of nominal classifiers1 
 
Among the world’s languages, we frequently find languages that use 

noun classifiers. According to a canonical definition, noun classifiers are 
free morphemes standing next to the noun, and classifying it according to 
some of its inherent functions or semantic properties.2 Nominal classifier 
systems are found inter alia in a number of Austronesian languages, 
numerous Australian languages, and some Mesoamerican languages. 3 
Consider the following two examples, cited from the Australian language 
Yidiny and from Jacaltec, a Mayan language. 

 
Yidiny minya  gangu:l 
(Pama-Nyungan, Australian) aanimal.CLF wallaby 
 (Wilkins 2000: 166) 
Jacaltec naj Pel 
(Kanjobalan, Mayan) mman.CLF Peter 
 (Craig 1986: 264) 

 

                         
1 This monograph is a sequel to a previous study published in the Festschrift for Werner 

Winter (Hackstein 2003: 131-152). An earlier version of sections 1 and 2 of the present 
monograph was presented on June 11, 2003 at the 22nd East Coast Indo-European 
Conference at Harvard University. Grateful acknowledgment is made to the Deutsche 
Forschungsgemeinschaft for a travel grant which enabled me to attend this conference. 
A later version was presented to the 26th annual conference of the Deutsche 
Gesellschaft für Sprachwissenschaft at Mainz on February 27, 2004. I wish to thank the 
audiences of both conferences for stimulating discussion. Many thanks also to Patience 
Epps, Orin Gensler, Tom Güldemann, Albertine Hagenbuchner, and David Stifter for 
answers to my queries, and to other informants who helped me in gathering data for 
this study: K. Philip Augustin (Malayalam), Renate Bagossy (Hungarian), Hans Harder 
and Carmen Brandt (Bengali), Petri Kallio (Finnish), Zulajkhat Mallaeva (Avar). Finally, 
thanks to an anonymous reviewer for additional valuable comments. Any errors are, of 
course, my responsibility alone. 

2 Cf. Craig (1994: 566), Wilkins (2000: 149), Aikhenvald (2000: 81-84, 307-330). 
3 For a map showing the areal occurrence of noun classifier systems, see Aikhenvald 

(2000: 97). 
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In the Yidiny example, we find the generic classifier ‘animal’, 
immediately followed by the specific noun ‘wallaby’. Note that the 
classifier minya still has the status of an independent lexeme; that is, it may 
also occur independently without an accompanying specific noun, 
meaning just ‘animal’. In the example cited from Jacaltec, the classifier naj 
is also still a free morpheme, but contrary to Yidiny, the underlying 
lexeme, the Jacaltec word denoting ‘man’, winaj, has been phonetically 
reduced. What is important for our purposes is that the Yidiny and Jacaltec 
noun classifiers have clearly arisen from independent lexemes, and that 
the classifier constructions have arisen from close appositions. Aikhenvald 
(2000: 86f. fn. 5) is entirely justified in remarking that generic-specific 
combinations of the Australian kind such as ‘fish flounder’, ‘plant potato’, 
‘animal dog’ are a frequent historical source of noun classification devices. 
Nominal classifiers are known to frequently result from grammatica-
lizations of nouns belonging to semantic subgroups such as A) kinship 
nouns, and nouns denoting humans (man, woman) and higher animates; B) 
generic (or superordinate) nouns (Aikhenvald 2000: 353). In light of such 
semantically transparent generic-specific constructions which represent 
emergent classifier systems, it is not surprising that syntactic phenomena 
such as close apposition are to be counted among the potential sources of 
noun classifiers.  

In the present monograph, I will present more evidence to substantiate 
the assumption of diachronic connections between close appositions and 
noun classifiers. In particular, close appositions and noun classifiers can be 
shown to share certain syntactic, semantic and functional peculiarities.  

First, I will argue that in close appositions, the ordering of the generic 
and the specific noun is not random. There is a tendency for head-final 
languages to postpose the generic noun (wallaby - animal), and for 
head-initial languages to prepose the generic noun (animal - wallaby). As we 
will see, the relationship between word order and pre- versus postposing 
of the generic noun is often mirrored in the ordering of grammaticalized 
noun classifiers. 

In the second part, I will tackle the question of whether an NP involving 
a close apposition has an internal dependency structure—that is, what (if 
anything) counts as the “head”. I will recast this question, preferring to 
speak in terms of the concept of semantic subordination. I will argue that 
there is indeed an internal dependency structure which is purely semantic. 
A sequence of specific noun plus generic noun like ‘lion animal’ or a 
member-class sequence like ‘Richard king’ equals a sequence of hyponym 
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plus hyperonym or of subordinate plus superordinate noun. Conversely, a 
sequence of generic plus specific can be rephrased as hyperonym plus 
hyponym or superordinate noun plus subordinate noun. The underlying 
semantic dependency is expressed syntactically in two ways: the adjacency 
of the hyperonym and its corresponding hyponym, and the relocation of 
hyponyms depending on the branching direction. 

Finally, I will apply my results to non-Indo-European languages with 
grammaticalized classifier systems. Two important principles that will 
emerge in the course of this study are the semantically driven relocation of 
relative hyponyms (§§3.1.1.1, 3.1.2, 3.2.2, 6) and the adjacency constraint, 
applying to noun classifiers and close appositions alike (§ 7.2).  

The insights of sections §1-8 will open the way to a better 
understanding of Indo-European appositional collocations made up of 
numeral plus noun. As will emerge in §9, ancient Indo-European languages 
sporadically illustrate the transition of free appositional lexemes to 
syntactically governed words signifying classifiers, thus attesting the full 
scale of development leading from free collocations to syntactic 
constructions. 

Most languages that have developed noun-classifier systems are 
non-Indo-European. Nonetheless, Indo-European languages can contribute 
to the question of the development of noun classifiers in at least two 
respects: 

First, closer inspection reveals that ancient Indo-European languages 
have in some cases begun to conventionalize certain noun-noun 
appositional syntagms. Significantly, these constructions can be shown to 
serve discourse functions that are strikingly similar to those found with 
noun classifiers, e.g., highlighting, referencing/anaphora, individuation, 
etc., see below §8.2. 

Second, a very few Indo-European languages have taken the extra step 
and have developed such appositional syntagms into true classifier 
systems. These are all modern Indo-Aryan languages such as Bengali and 
particularly Assamese, e.g., Bengali �romik-car-jon [labourer-four-person] 
‘the four labourers’ (Dasgupta 1983: 20), Assamese manu�-z�n 
[man-DEF.HUMAN.CLF] ‘the man’ (Goswami & Tamuli 2003: 417). The human 
classifier employed by both Bengali and Assamese is etymologically 
identical with Sanskrit and Vedic jána� ‘person’. The assumption that noun 
phrases such as Assamese manu�-z�n ‘the man’ are to be derived from 
erstwhile noun-apposition phrases like *‘man-person’ is supported by 
instances such as Vedic m�nu�o jána� ‘(hu)man being/person’ (RV 6.2.3c), 
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which provides an etymologically near-perfect4 match for the Assamese 
expression.  

Both these observations provide further support for the postulated 
evolutionary links between close appositions and noun classifiers.  

 
2. Head-final postposing and head-initial preposing of close appositions 

in Indo-European and beyond 
 
Turning to the first part of the investigation, which will be descriptive, I 

will document some Indo-European and non-Indo-European analogues to 
the Australian generic-specific construction.  

 
2.1. Head-final word order and postposing of the generic noun 
 
In section §2.1, I exemplify the postposing of the generic or less specific 

noun for languages with left-branching NP level and (mostly5) OV word 
order, comparing ancient Indo-European languages and modern 
non-Indo-European languages. As we will see, in both groups the basic 
ordering conforms to the pattern of specific plus generic. In other words, 
in such languages the default position of the generic appositive noun is 
after the referent. 

The left-hand column in the tabular list below contains the ancient 
Indo-European material. I cite examples from Anatolian, Tocharian, Italic, 
Greek, and Sanskrit. All these languages belong to the SOV type in their 
oldest attested stages and tend to postpose single-word appositions to 
their accompanying nouns. Tocharian and Hittite are the most rigid; Vedic, 
Latin and Greek are less rigid; but they all quite consistently attest to a 
postposing scheme for oold names, i.e. theonyms, zoological and botanical 
terms. This increases the chance that we are dealing with true archaisms, 
and minimizes the probability that the postposing is merely a synchronic 
stylistic option. 

The right-hand column presents comparable material from modern 
non-Indo-European OV languages. The postposing of appositions in these 
verb-final languages is again very prevalent, and readily yields syntactic 

                         
4 It must be noted that Vedic m�nu�a-, despite its adjectival origin, shows substantive-like 

uses already in Vedic and is continued unequivocally as a substantive in Assamese. 
5 I.e., except for those languages that have loosened their SOV word order while retaining 

left-branching order at NP level, cf. §4.2.2 below. 
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and semantic equivalents to the ancient Indo-European examples. It should 
be noted in passing that we are dealing here with unextended appositions, 
that is, single-word appositions, since right displacement of extended 
appositions occurs quite commonly regardless of the word-order type, in 
keeping with the well-known tendency for heavy constituents to occur 
later in the clause. 

In sum, OV word order � left-branching NP � SPECIFIC + GENERIC (close 
unextended) APPOSITION. 

 
The examples fall under five thematic rubrics: 
A) REFERENT + GOD 
B) REFERENT + KING/QUEEN 
C) REFERENT + FATHER/MOTHER 
D) REFERENT + MAN/WOMAN 
E) REFERENT + ANIMAL/PLANT  
 

Note that with the single exception of KING/QUEEN, each of the five 
categories of apposed nouns finds parallels in the inventory of Jacaltec 
classifiers, see Craig (1986: 266f.).  

 
Ancient Indo-European languages Modern non-Indo-European languages 
 
A) REFERENT + GOD 
 
Tocharian B y	mor ñ
kt-e Hungarian6 Zeusz isten  
 Karma:NOM ggod-NOM  Zeus:NOM  ggod:NOM 

(B 496.5)    
Latin  Mart-
  de-� Malayalam s�ma dd�van 
 Mars-DAT  ggod-DAT  Soma:NOM  ggod:NOM 

(App. Met. 7.10.14; cf. ThLL 5.1.888 s.v. 
deus)

   

Vedic  savit� dev-ó    
 Savitr�:NOM  ggod-NOM    
 (RV 10.12.8d)    
 

                         
6 Hungarian shows left-branching NP-level word order while allowing both SOV and SVO 

order at clause level, cf. §4.2.2 below. 
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B) REFERENT + KING/QUEEN  
 
Tocharian A Si�h-e wäl Hungarian Erzsébet  királyn 
 Si�ha-NOM kking:NOM  Elizabeth:NOM queen:NOM 
 (A 256a5)    
Hittite   Alalu-š haššu-š   Malayalam D	v
d� r	j	v�  
 Alaluš-NOM kking-NOM  David:NOM  kking:NOM 
 (KUB 33.120 + i 8)    
    
 

Katešhaw-i   hhaššuw-i7 
Katešhawaš -DAT king-DAT    

 (KBo 25.122 iii 13)    
Latin Amuli-us  r�x    
 Amulius-NOM kking:NOM    

(Fabius Pictor, FRH 1 F7c Beck&Walter)    
Sanskrit  Sóma  r�jan    
 soma:VOC     kking:VOC    
 (RV 8.48.7c, 8a)    
 
C) REFERENT + FATHER/MOTHER 
 
Tocharian A mahendradev-e pp	car Hungarian  Ábrahám  atya 
 Mahendradeva-NOM ffather:NOM  Abraham:NOM father:NOM 
 (A 394 b2)    
Luvian  Tiwat-
 d	t-
 8 Malayalam abr	ham  accan 
 sun.god-DAT ffather-DAT  Abraham:NOM father:NOM 

(KUB 35.107 Rs. iii 10, StBoT 30, 238)    
Latin Mars  pater  Quechua pacha mama 
 Mars:NOM ffather:NOM  earth mother 
 (Cato Agr. 141.2)    
 terr-ai m	tr-
    
 earth-DAT mother-DAT    
 (CIL 12.995)    
Umbrian a�mun-e iuv-e ppatr-e   
 A�smo-DAT.SG dius-DAT.SG ffather-DAT.SG   
 ‘to Jupiter A�smo’    
 (Rix 2002: IT IIb7)    

                         
7 = dKatešhawii LUGAL-ui. 
8 = dUTU-t
 d	t
. 
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Oscan eukl-úí pater-eí    
 Euklos-DAT ffather-DAT    
 (Rix 2002: TA A 25)    
Greek �� -���	�
    
 PIE *Deh2 -meh2t�r    
 D�:NOM mmother:NOM    
 ‘Demeter’    

 
The postposing of ‘father’ to an individual name is a remarkable 

syntactic archaism within Indo-European. This is confirmed by the name of 
the supreme deity of the Indo-European pantheon, Jupiter, literally ‘Sky 
father’, which displays exactly this ordering and can be crosslinguistically 
documented across the entire paradigm of inflected case forms, cf. for 
instance the vocative, nominative, and dative: 

 
Cf.   SKY FATHER    
      PIE  
*Vocative Latin Iu -pppiter < I�ppiter *d(í)i�eu� ph2�ter 
 Umbrian iu ppater  oh Sky  father 
 South Picene     
  toutiks di- pater*     
  gen. toutikes di- poteres    
 Greek Z� ���	�
    
 Vedic dyàu� pítar  �  
Nominative Latin (*dius piter)  *d(i)i��u�s ph2t�r 
  di�s -piter  Sky  father 
 Greek Z��� ���	�
    
 Vedic dyáu� pit�     
Dative Umbrian iuve patre   *diu�éi� ph2tréi� 
 Luvian tiwat
 dd	t
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D) REFERENT + MAN/ WOMAN9 
 
Hittite10 LÚUR.GI7-aš pešn-aš 11 Tucano12 semê �m� 
 hunter-NOM mman-NOM.SG  paca mman 

(KUB 12.126 i27, KUB 24.9 ii 27.50) ‘male paca (a large rodent)’ 
 LÚDAM.GÀR-š=a

merchant-NOM=and 
pešn-iš 13 
man-NOM.PL 

 semê 
paca 

numiô  
woman 

 ‘(male) merchants’ 
(KUB 30.10 Rs 12-13)

 ‘female paca’ 
(Aikhenvald 2000:358 n.4) 

Tocharian A �	kki�i-ñ	ñ kulew-	ñ Turkish Frans�z kad�n-lar-� 
 ��kya-NOM.PL wwoman-NOM.PL  French.people wwomen-PL 

-POSS.314

(MSN 22 [III.2] b3f., Hackstein 2003: 149 n. 10)    
 
Tocharian B kapy	r-i  �r	y klaiy-na 
 workers-NOM.PL aadult.man:NOM.PL wwoman-NOM.PL.F 
 ‘workers, men and women’  
  (SI B Toch./9.1115) 
Latin agn-um  m	r-em  
 lamb-ACC.SG mman-ACC.SG  
 ‘a male lamb’  
  (Fest. p. 204 Lindsay) 

                         
9 The juxtaposition of free lexemes denoting ‘man/woman’ is a typologically widespread 

strategy to express the sex of an animal, cf. Güldemann (1999: 69), Aikhenvald (2000: 
358), Heine & Kuteva (2002: 209 [man > (4) male], 314f. [woman > (2) female]), and 
recently Patience Epps on Hup, a northwest Amazonian language of the Vaupés-Japura 
language family, see Epps (2007: 114 fn. 12). Cf. also §§8.1, 9.2 below. - With regard to 
Indo-European, note the Assamese definite non-human female classifier -z�ni, which is 
etymologically identifiable with Sanskrit jáni� ‘woman’, e.g. Assamese gai-z�ni 
[cow-DEF.F.CL] ‘the cow’ (Goswami & Tamuli 2003: 417).  

10 See CHD-P 326, sub pešna- e. 
11 = LÚUR.GI7-aš LÚ-aš. 
12 On the preferred OV constituency of the Tucanoan languages, see Dixon & Aikhenvald 

(1999: 224). 
13 = LÚDAM.GÀR-š=a LÚ-iš. 
14 Formally, this is a head-marked genitive construction. Functionally, however, the given 

subtype is nnot possessive, but appositional. 
15 Cf. Pinault (1998: 6), Schmidt (1999: 15f. fn.16). The kapy	ri are monastery servants 

(Pinault 1994: 100f.), acting on behalf of the monastery together with their families, i.e. 
including both men and women. 
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Latin porc-um  f�min-am  
 pig-ACC.SG.M ffemale-ACC.SG.F  
      ‘the sow’  
   (Cato Agr. 134, 1) 
Oscan minat-eís   nner-eís  
 Minatus-GEN.SG mman-GEN.SG  
 ‘of the leader/hero Minatus’  
  (Rix 2002: Cp 25) 
Homeric Greek ������  ��������  
 slaves.DAT.PL.F   wwomen.DAT.PL  
  (Il. 6.323) 
 ��	!
-��  ""��
-��  
 herdsmen-NOM.PL men-NOM.PL  
  (Od. 14.102, 17.200) 

 
The positional characteristics of Homeric #��
 ‘man’ are remarkable. Of 

the 30 occurrences of noun-noun appositional syntagms involving #��
, 
cases with postposed #��
 strongly outnumber those with preposed #��
: 
as opposed to 22 cases of postposed #��
 (Il. 1.594, 2.611, 6.315, 6.397, 9.477, 
9.544, 10.477, 11.514, 11.687, 12.302, 13.390, 13.571, 16.495=532, 17.466, 
23.845, Od. 8.584, 10.278, 14.102 = 17.200, 21.18, 24.253) we find only 8 cases 
with preposed #��
 (Il. 11.92, 12.41, 12.170, 17.65, 21.574, Od. 9.91=96, 
14.124). The tendency to postposing is too strong to be ascribable to 
metrical constraints only, but arguably is a faithful reflection of Homeric 
Greek grammar. In the framework of our theory, the postposing of #��
 
can be taken to be another manifestation of the original SOV constituency 
of Greek, which has already been claimed on other grounds, see Watkins 
(1976: 315-7), and Taylor (1994: 1f., 6-10, 18, 20, 33f.). 

The same applies to Mycenean, which allows flexibility in clause-level 
word order (SOV, SVO) but retains left-branching word order in its 
NP-level parameters. Thus the Mycenean records attest to the positional 
schema of personal name plus title.16 
                         
16 Cf. Panagl (2006: 151). Examples are dat. sg. Athan	i potnij	i ‘to Athana, the mistress’ (KN 

5.52,1), paro zow	i ereuteri ‘to Zowa, the inspector’ (TH Av 100.4b), and erita (h)ijereja 
‘Erita, the priestess’ (PY Ep 704.3). Furthermore, the type TOPONYM+CITY is likely to 
underlie Mycenean Amn
son peda wastu ‘to the city of Amnison’ (KN V (1) 114+158+7719 
verso), if from *peda Amn
son wastu by prosodic inversion of the proclitic preposition 
into phrase-second position. 
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E) REFERENT + GENERIC (ANIMAL/ PLANT) 
 
Homeric  �$�	-%� ''
��-� Basque Arrano hegazti-a 
Greek eagle-NOM bbird-NOM  eagle:NOM bbird:NOM-DET 
 (Od. 19.548) Avar c‘c‘um �in�‘ 
 @X!��-\� ��-�  eagle:NOM bbird:NOM 
 boar-ACC.SG ppig-ACC.SG    
 (Il. 9.539)    
Latin gladi-us pisc-is Avar ba‘ar ��u‘a 
 sword-NOM ffish-NOM  sturgeon:NOM fish:NOM 
 (Plin. nat. 1.9.21)    
 de Anthi-	 pisc-e Hungarian Anthias  hal 
 about 

Anthias-ABL 
fish-ABL  Anthias:NOM fish:NOM 

 (Plin. nat. 9.69.180)    
 apricul-um pisc-em    
 hog-ACC ffish-ACC    
 (Enn. frg. var. 38)   
 
Latin ex ole-	  arbor-e 
 from olive-tree-ABL ttree-ABL 
  (Varro rust. 3.16.24)
 ex corn-�  arbor-e 
 from cherry-tree-ABL ttree-ABL 
  (Fest. p. 33 Lindsay)
Tocharian B  �arabh-e  luw-o 
  ^arabha-NOM aanimal-NOM 
  (B358 a3)
  kur	r l�w-o 
  eagle.NOM aanimal-NOM 
  (B88 b1)
 ce �arabh-e�  luw-a 
 this ^arabha- OBL.SG.M aanimal- OBL.SG.M 
  (B358 b2)
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2.2. Head-initial word order and preposing of the generic noun 
 
Given the demonstrated tendency for head-final languages to postpose 

(unextended) generic nouns, we now proceed to examine the reverse 
ordering, i.e.  

VO � right-branching NP � GENERIC + SPECIFIC (close unextended) 
APPOSITION. 

 
2.2.1. Indo-European 
 
Some Indo-European languages have already changed from SOV to SVO 

at the stage of their earliest attestation. A case in point is Old Church 
Slavonic, which is consistently head-initial. As expected, generic nouns are 
preposed to the referent, so that we find ‘men that are fighters’ or ‘a 
human being which is god’.  

 
Old Church muž-i borc-i  
Slavonic mman-NOM.PL fighter-NOM.PL  
  (LLP II 269)  
 �lov�k-� bog-�  
 hhuman.being-NOM god-NOM  
  (LLP IV 879)  
Likewise, most modern Indo-European languages, except for those 
belonging to the Indo-Iranian branch, have shifted to SVO clause-level 
word order. The default position of (unextended) close appositions in these 
languages is to have the generic term before the referent. 
 
German Gott Zeus  
 König Richard  
 Mutter Theresa  
 Mutter Erde  
 Vater Himmel  

 
2.2.2. Non-Indo-European 
 
For the sake of completeness, I will also exemplify the preposing of 

close appositions for non-Indo-European languages with head-initial 
word-order configuration. Consider the following Biblical Hebrew 
examples:  
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Biblical �� 
š koh�n � išš	h n��
 �	h na ��r	h ����l	h 
Hebrew mman priest wwoman prophetess ggirl virgin 
(VSO) (Lev 21,9) (Judg 4,4) (1 Kgs 1,2; Dt 22,23 +) 
 � 
š s	r
s � išš	h �alm	n	h   
 mman eunuch wwoman widow   
 (Jer 38,7) (1 Kgs 7,14 11,26 +)   

 
Further non-IE languages exhibiting VO and APPOSITION-NOUN word 

order are: Zapotec (VSO [Black 2000: 45] & APP-N [Black 2000: 76], e.g., lo 
x-mig Benito Jacinto = face POSS-friend Benito Jacinto ‘to his (Benito’s) friend 
Jacinto’ [Black 2000: 149]); Guaraní (SVO [Gregores & Suárez 1967: 182] & 
APP-N, e.g., yã Luisa ‘Mrs Luisa’ [Gregores & Suárez 1967: 197]); Swahili (SVO 
[Ashton 1970: 44] & APP-N, e.g., Bwana Ali ‘Mr Ali’ [Ashton 1970: 86]); Malay 
(SVO [Sneddon 1996: 256] & APP-N [Sneddon 1996: 157-159], e.g., Pak Sitepu 
‘Mr Sitepu’, Old Malay dapunta hiyang ‘lord god’ [Sneddon 2003: 38]); and 
Finnish (SVO & APP-N, e.g., kuningatar Elisabeth ‘Queen Elisabeth’, 
herra/rouva professori Müller ‘Mr/Mrs professor Müller’ [Petri Kallio, p.c.]). 

 
3. More evidence for SOV and PROPER NOUN – COMMON NOUN order from 

ancient Indo-European languages: the case of Hittite, Tocharian, and 
Celtiberian 

 
Important centerpieces of evidence are provided by two branches of 

Indo-European, Anatolian (Hittite) and Tocharian, which are otherwise 
known to preserve many archaisms of PIE date. Further test-cases are 
furnished by an other IE branch, Celtic, which is dominantly SVO but in 
which one isolated member attests to the same connection between SOV 
and N-APP order. That language is Celtiberian, which is particularly 
significant in light of its geographical isolation and preservation of 
archaisms lost elsewhere in Celtic. The Celtiberian SOV constituent order 
in fact deviates from the rest of Celtic. These facts, combined with the 
external evidence pointing to PIE as an SOV language, speak strongly in 
favor of Celtiberian SOV as a syntactic archaism. All three SOV languages, 
Hittite, Tocharian and Celtiberian, are important for our purposes since 
they require proper nouns to be followed by common nouns.  

Given the importance of Anatolian and Tocharian, a fuller account of 
noun-noun appositional syntagms in these two branches seems called for. 
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Therefore, in what follows, I will briefly summarize the Hittite and 
Tocharian evidence. A section on Celtiberian will follow, which is 
necessarily shorter owing to the fragmentary attestation of this language. 

 
3.1. Hittite: Postposed apposition 
 
The basic constituent order of Hittite is SOV. In noun-noun appositional 

syntagms, the common noun is usually postposed to the proper noun. This 
rule, which is standard in Old Hittite, is relaxed somewhat in Middle and 
Neo Hittite, see Starke (1977: 156f.). There is a wealth of examples to be 
gleaned from the indices of proper and common names provided by many 
textual editions.17 For titles, see for instance the index in Güterbock (1956 
[10.4]: 122-127); for names of professions, Pecchioli-Daddi (1982); and for 
kinship terms, Hagenbuchner (1989). Regarding the postposition of 
common nouns, we find Hittite and Tocharian largely in agreement with 
each other. For the sake of illustration, I present the Hittite and Tocharian 
evidence under parallel rubrics, a comparison which yields many 
Hittite-Tocharian syntactic-semasiological (and in some cases even 
etymological) parallels, cf. Hittite Mala=kan ��ap-i ‘Mala=PTCLE rriver-LOC’ (KBo 
12.100 Vs. 4) and Tocharian A Ga!k 	p-ä_ ‘Ganges rriver-ABL’ (A 45b2).  

 
Rational beings 

AB (A:PN + B:KING/GOD/PROFESSION)18 
a) KING, POSITION  
 dAlalu-š  �aššu-š m"ani-š    BELU 
 (dAlaluš LUGAL-uš) Haniš-NOM llord:NOM 
 Alaluš-NOM kking-NOM (28 A iii 44, Güterbock 1956[10.3]: 96) 
 (KUB 33.120 + i 8)  
 Labarn-aš �aššuw-aš m"imuili-š=ma GAL.GEŠTIN 
 Labarnaš-GEN kking-GEN Himuiliš-NOM=PTCL commander:NOM 
 (KUB 57.63 II) (28 i 11, Güterbock 1956[10.3]: 90) 
 dKateš�aw-i  �aššuw-i m"annutti-š GAL LÚIŠ 
 Katešhawaš-DAT kking-DAT Hannuttiš-NOM mmarshal:NOM 
 (KBo 25.122 iii 13) (28 A i 12, Güterbock 1956[10.3]: 90) 

                         
17 Many thanks to Albertine Hagenbuchner for providing me with many references cited 

in this section. The given inventory, which is far from complete, is merely intended to 
illustrate the Hittite tendency for common nouns to be postposed to proper nouns. 

18 Cf. haššu- (HW2 3.439ff.), Güterbock (1956 [10.4]: 122-124). 
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b) GOD 
 dKata��a dUTU-aš   
 Kata``aš:NOM ssun.deity-GEN   
 (CTH 633.B, KUB 51.57)   
 d"almaš[uiz] 19  šiu-š=miš   
 {almašuiz:NOM  ggod-NOM=my20   
 (CTH 1.46-47)   

 
c) PROFESSION 
 mZamna  LÚDUG.GA5.BUR m"esni-š LÚŠÀ.TAM 
 Zamnaš:NOM ppotter:NOM {esniš-NOM ffinancial.officer:NOM 
 (A Vs. I, 17 62, Sou|ek [1959: 12, 15]) (KUB 13.33 ii 5, StBoT 4.34) 
 m"utarli  LÚSANGA mŠa�li-š  LÚDAM.GÀR 
 {utarliš:NOM ppriest:NOM Ša`liš-NOM  mmerchant:NOM 
 (KUB 38.37 Rs. iii 8, StBot 4.56) (KUB 13.34 i 13, StBoT 4.38) 
 
AC (A:PN + C:KINSHIP TERM, GENDER/AGE)21  
 mZidant-an  att-a(n)=šan mAlamuw-aš=a  DUMU.NITA 
 Zidantaš-ACC  ffather-ACC=his Alamuwaš-NOM=and bboy:NOM 
 ‘his father Zidantaš’ ‘and the boy Alamuwaš’ 
 (CTH 19, I 68, THeth. 11.24; HW2 I 

543f. s.v. atta-)
(KUB 13.35 iii 43, StBoT 4.12) 

 mPit�an-aš  att-aš=maš appan   
 Pit`anaš-GEN.SG ffather-GEN.SG.=my

 after
  

 ‘after my father Pit`anaš’   
 (CTH 1, Vs. 30, StBoT 18.12)   
 
                         
19 Restoration after Singer (1995: 347). 
20 Note that the postposing of the extended noun šiuš==miš cannot be the result of “heavy 

constituency”, since the suffixation of pronominal clitics to a noun does not generate 
heaviness in terms of the “heaviness to the right” principle. Thus, in Hittite (SOV), GEN-N 
order remains unchanged regardless of whether the genitive is extended by a clitic 
possessive-pronoun suffix or not, e.g.: atta(š--)šaš piri (É-ri) [father-her house-in] ‘in the 
house of her father’ (Hoffner 1997: 36, §27, J 9). Likewise, in Biblical Hebrew (VSO) the 
suffixation of a possessive-pronoun suffix to a common noun does not cause it to be 
postposed to a following proper noun: ‘a�#�-$$	 ya ��qo�  [servant-your Jacob] ‘your 
servant Jacob’ (Gn. 32.5) bin-$$	 y�s�p [son-your Joseph] ‘your son Joseph’ (Gn. 45.9) � 	�-
 
�iny	m
n [brother-my Benjamin] ‘my brother Benjamin’ (Gn. 45.12). 

21 Cf. atta- (HW2 I 541ff.), Hagenbuchner 1989, Güterbock (1956[10.4]: 122-124). 
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AD (A:PN + D:GENERAL TERM OF ADDRESS) 
 dU  išh	š=miš 22 dUTUsi  BELI=YA 
 weather.god llord=my sun.god llord=my 
 (KBo 43.52 iv 14) (CTH 200, ABoT 60 Vs. 20-22) 
 
SPECIFIC + GENERIC 
 Šerri "urri  GGUD{I .A-ri   
 Šerriš:NOM [and] 

Hurriš:NOM 
bulls:NOM   

 (KBo. 17.86 i 4, KBo. 20.119 vi 26)   
 
Inanimate beings 

The basic specific-generic order pertains not only to human beings but 
also to inanimate items: 

 
TOPONYM + CITY 
 URUIyaruwad-aš �appir-aš 23  
 Iyaruwadaš-NOM ccity-NOM   
 (KBo 3.3 I 14)   

 
This type is sporadically found in Latin, e.g., Satricum uurbem (Liv. 6.33,4). 
Many more examples are listed in the Hethitisches Wörterbuch (HW2 3.237f., 
s.v. �appira-); cf. Quechua (OV) La Paz llaxta ‘La Paz, city’. 

 
HYDRONYM + RIVER 
 Mala=kan �ap-i   
 Malaš=PTCL rriver-LOC   
 ‘in the river Mala’   
 (KBo 12.100 Vs. 4, cf. HW2 3.201 sub �apa- II.4da) 

 
3.2. Tocharian: Postposed apposition 
 
The unmarked constituent order of Tocharian is SOV (see the 

references cited in Hackstein 2003: 134). Within noun-noun appositional 
syntagms, the default position of the appositional common noun is aafter 
the proper noun. A list of examples is provided in Sieg, Siegling & Schulze 
                         
22 = dU EN-YA. 
23 = URUIyaruwadaš URU-aš. 
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(1931: 209-217) and Hackstein (2003: 134-137). A subrule (to be dealt with 
below in a somewhat broader context, see §4.2.1) stipulates that the 
common noun may be preposed if it is used as a term of address and 
consequently occurs in stressed, highlighted position (cf. Sieg, Siegling & 
Schulze 1931: 209 fn. 2). Thus, the Tocharian B vocative saswa ‘sir’ is almost 
always preposed, e.g., B83,6 saswa appakka ‘oh sir father’, BH149.82b2 saswa 
p	cer ‘oh sir father’, B93 a2 säswe�ntse (ara)%emiñ l	nte ‘of sir Ara}emi, the 
king’, likewise A101b4 n	täk nande ‘oh sir Nanda’ and MSN 15[I.7] a2 pracar 
Pur%abhadre ‘oh brother P~r}abhadra’ (as against non-vocative Ajite� 
pracrä�� ‘from brother Ajita’ MSN 14[II.5]b7). 

 
Rational beings 
 

AB (PN + KING, GOD, PROFESSION) 
a) KING, POSITION 
 Virup	k�-es  l	nt Ik�v	k�u-ñ l	�� 
 Vir~p�k_a-GEN kking:GEN Ik_v�k_u-NOM.PL kking:NOM.PL 
 (Toch. MSN 6 [II.8] a3) (Toch. A 101a4) 
 Ara%emi-ñ  l	nt-e Vidy	dhare-ñ l	� 
 Ara}emi-GEN kking-GEN Vidy�dhare-NOM.PL king:NOM.PL 
 (Toch. B 77.4) (Toch. A 317b8) 
 Prasenaji-� l	nt Gautami-�  lats	-c 
 Prasenaji-OBL kking:OBL Gautami-OBL qqueen:OBL-ALL 
 (Toch. A 433b5) (Toch. A MSN 25 [III.6] b6) 
 Subh	�itagawesi-�  l	nt   
 Subh�_itagawesi-OBL king:OBL   
 (Toch. B 99a2)   
     
b) GOD 
 hum	-�  ñäkte�ñ	-�   
 Huma-OBL ggoddess-OBL   
 (Toch. A 201a2)   
 &	kyamuni-� pt	ñkt-ac   
 ��kyamuni-OBL BBuddha.god:OBL-ALL   
 (Toch. A 23a2)   
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c) PROFESSION 
 Vardhane-�  wap	nts-ai Ara%emi  werpi�katsts-e 
 Vardhana-OBL wweaver-OBL Ara}emi:NOM ggardener-NOM 
 (Toch. B375b2) (Toch. B 91 a3, b2, 5, B 92 a4) 
 Br'hadyuti-�  kuntistsek	-n-ac Drayo�vare  käryorttau 
 Br�hadyuti-OBL ppotter-OBL-ALL Drayo^vara: NOM mmerchant:NOM 
 (Toch. A 19b5f.) (Toch. B 89 b5) 
 Rudhramukhe-� purohite-�   
 Rudhramukha-OBL ppriest-OBL   
 (Toch. B 88 b6)   
 
AC (PN + KINSHIP, GENDER, GENDER/AGE), cf. above p. 12f. §2.1C. 
 Brahm	yu  p	car Ajite-�  pracr-ä�� 
 Brahm�yu:NOM ffather:NOM Ajita-OBL bbrother:OBL-ABL 
 (A 258b5, Pinault 2004: 74) (A MSN 14[II.5]b7) 
 Brahm	vati  m	cr-ac &uke-�  k	l�ke-� 
 Brahm�vati:OBL mmother:OBL-ALL �uka-OBL bboy-OBL 
 (Toch. A 258b4, Pinault 2004: 74) (Toch. B H149add 63/59b6) 
 
AD (PN + GENERAL TERM OF ADDRESS) 
 Nande  n	täk   
 Nande:NOM ssir:NOM   
 (Toch. A 99b6)   
 
SPECIFIC + GENERIC  
 &arabh-e  luw-o Aineye-ntse  lw	-ntse 
 �arabha-NOM aanimal-NOM Aineya-GEN  aanimal-GEN 
 (Toch. B 358 a3) (Toch. B 74a4) 
Inanimate beings 
TOPONYM + CITY 
 B	r	%a�  riy-ä�   
 V�r�}as�:OBL ccity:OBL-ABL   
 (Toch. A MSN 1 [I.10]a1f.)   
 
HYDRONYM + RIVER  
 Ga!k  	p-ä�   
 Ganges:OBL rriver:OBL-ABL   
 ‘from the river of Ganges’   
 (Toch. A 45b2)   
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3.3. Celtiberian: Postposed apposition 
 
The word order of Celtiberian is strictly SOV (Eska 1989: 176, 1994[95]: 

17f.). Although the fragmentary nature of the Celtiberian linguistic corpus 
does not allow us to compile a collection of examples as rich as those given 
above for Hittite and Tocharian, the evidence points unequivocally to a 
strict postposing of titles in Celtiberian. The canonical Celtiberian 
onomastic formula consistently attests to a structure in which a tripartite 
naming formula (proper name + gen. pl. of the nomen gentile + gen. sg. of 
patronym) is followed by a common noun (the title, marked by boldface 
type in the following examples). Particularly instructive in this respect is 
the Botorrita inscription (face B) composed of 14 names, e.g. luPo� 
Coune�iCum melmuno� bbinti�, with the title binti� lit. ‘binder’, i.e., the one in 
charge of securing the treaty.24 Closer inspection of the remaining corpus 
reveals additional examples, such as the grave inscription K.16.1 tirtanos 
abulokum letontuno� kenti� bbelikio� ‘Tirtanos, of the Abulokoi, Letontu’s son, 
the Belikian’ or the tessera hospitalis K.0.11 ... bistiro� lastiko uueizo� ‘Bistiros, 
Lastiko’s [son], wwitness’ (David Stifter, p.c.). 

 
4. The syntax of simple apposition and word-order type 
 
4.1. Greenberg’s Universal 23 
 
The positional characteristics of nominal apposition were discussed by 

Greenberg (1966: 89-90, 112), who proposed drawing a correlation between 
the appositional noun (common noun) and the dependent genitive. 25 
According to Greenberg’s Universal 23, the positional characteristics of 
head and apposed noun ought to coincide with those of governing noun 
and dependent genitive: “If in apposition the proper noun usually precedes 
the common noun, then the language is one in which the governing noun 
precedes the genitive. With much better than chance frequency, if the 
common noun usually precedes the proper noun, the dependent genitive 
precedes its governing noun” (Greenberg 1966: 89f.). The prediction is that 
the apposition (more precisely, the apposed common noun) will be 

                         
24 Cf. Eska (1989: 126f.), Motta (1993: 707). 
25 However, Greenberg (1966: 89) expresses some reservation: “My data here are 

incomplete because grammars often make no statement on the subject.” 
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postposed if the genitive is postposed, and preposed if the genitive is 
preposed. Schematically: 

 
(i) Universal 23a      PROPER NOUN – COMMON NOUN (AP) 
              NOUN – GENITIVE  (= right-branching NP structure) 
Universal 23b CCOMMON NOUN (AP) – PROPER NOUN  
          GENITIVE – NOUN   (= left-branching NP structure) 

 
Both of Greenberg’s claims, however, are counterexemplified by the 

material presented here as well as in Hackstein (2003). The evidence 
strongly suggests that, contrary to Greenberg’s Universal 23, the ordering 
of proper and common noun cannot be aligned with that of noun and 
dependent genitive. On the contrary, the two constructions (i.e., N–AP and 
N–GEN) present the exact mirror image of each other; see the boldfaced 
constituents in the following scheme:  

 
(ii)      PROPER NOUN – COMMON NOUN (AP) 
          GENITIVE – NOUN (= left-branching NP structure) 
 CCOMMON NOUN (AP)– PROPER NOUN  
            NOUN– GENITIVE (= right-branching NP structure) 

 
In addition, Greenberg's approach is undermined by the fact that 

Universal 23 is not clearly supported even by the languages, on which he 
bases his claims (Greenberg 1996: 106 n. 19). These languages are, for 
Universal 23a, Greek, Guaraní, Italian, Malay, Serbian, Swahili, Thai, Welsh, 
Zapotec; and for Universal 23b, Basque, Burmese, Burushaski, Finnish, 
Japanese, Norwegian, Nubian, Turkish. Of the languages with COMMON NOUN 
(AP)-PROPER NOUN order adduced in support of Universal 23b, Greek, Italian, 
Serbian, Swahili and Zapotec do not comply with the predicted GEN-N 
order. Rather, contrary to Universal 23b and in accordance with (ii) above, 
these languages either consistently or optionally show N-GEN order. 
Similarly, of the languages with PROPER NOUN-COMMON NOUN (AP) order, 
Basque, Burushaski, Japanese, and Turkish – contrary to Greenberg’s claim 
– do not exhibit N-GEN order but GEN-N order, again in accordance with the 
correlation drawn in (ii) above. Furthermore, Norwegian does not exhibit 
the PROPER NOUN-COMMON NOUN order, cf. konge Harald ‘king Harald’. 

Given the revision of Greenberg’s Universal 23 presented in (ii) above, 
and the recognition of PROPER NOUN-COMMON NOUN order as inherently 
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left-branching (and COMMON NOUN–PROPER NOUN order as inherently 
right-branching), a number of apparent language-specific exceptions to 
Greenberg’s correlation turn out to be consistent with the expected 
branching direction. An example is Heine & Reh’s (1984: 246) observation 
that the West African Mande languages, which have dominant SOV order26, 
contradict Greenberg’s Universal 23: “In Mande languages, the proper 
noun precedes the common noun, but the governing noun always follows 
its dependent genitive.” 

Màlí nyàman+ 
Mali nation:DEF 
‘the state of Mali’ 

Heine & Reh (1984:247) suggest that this word-order type might be related 
to a shift from earlier SVO syntax to SOV syntax. In light of the evidence 
presented in this monograph, however, the given positional type need not 
constitute a remnant of SVO syntax, but is fully consistent with SOV 
syntax.  

 
4.2. Evidence against N-AP & SOV, subrules and diachronic change 
 
Regarding the claim that the postposing of unextended close apposition 

(N-AP) is consistent with SOV syntax, several reservations must be made. 
First, it must emphasized that the proposed correlation between N-AP 

word order and SOV syntax is essentially based on data from ancient 
Indo-European languages; the scant data adduced here from 
non-Indo-European languages is far from being representative of all 
language families. Nevertheless, if there is empirical evidence from ancient 
Indo-European and some non-Indo-European languages for an N-AP 
ordering driven by semantic dependency relations like hyponymity and 
hyperonymity, then the underlying ordering principle has a good chance 
of being based on universal semantic relations that are independent of 
language-specific structures and therefore likely to recur cross-
linguistically. Further typological research is clearly necessary. 

Second, alongside semantic-based ordering there are also other 
competing mechanisms blurring the N-AP & SOV correlation. These 
mechanisms can be either synchronic or diachronic. 

                         
26 Mande is not a typical SOV language type, however. A more precise characterization of 

its constituent structure would be “S-AAux-O-V-OOther” (O. Gensler, p.c.). 
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Synchronically and from a purely syntactic point of view, there is 
linguistic evidence (for instance from Latin) to suggest that in binomial 
appositional pairs both nouns are eligible morphosyntactic heads, as can 
be seen from the fact that both may project morphological information on 
to dependent or coreferential nouns. If the syntactic status of N and AP is 
the same, the ordering of N and AP ought in principle to be syntactically 
free. If, however, a language gives preference to a semantically driven 
order of apposition, then the hyperonymic apposition will act as the 
semantic and morphosyntactic head (as in ancient Indo-European 
languages and in Modern German) and the appositional word order will 
comply with the semantic branching direction.  

Other mechanisms that can reverse the expected N-AP & SOV 
correlation involve the existence of synchronic subrules (see §4.2.1. on 
highlighting), and diachronic mechanisms like ongoing or accomplished 
word-order changes (§4.2.2.) and morphosyntactic changes (see §4.2.3. on 
adjectival conversion of AP and syntactic analogy). 

 
4.2.1. Highlighting 
 
As regards sub-rules, one such rule can be established beyond any 

doubt. SOV languages allow the PROPER NOUN-COMMON NOUN order to be 
inverted if the common noun is to be highlighted. Such left-dislocation of 
otherwise postposed titles as a highlighting device can be observed in a 
number of languages. 

In the third volume of his Vergleichende Syntax (1900:199), Delbrück 
noted that the Vedic tendency to prepose the title r�j	 ‘king’ is especially 
strong with the god Varu}a, and that in this case the emphatic preposing is 
well accounted for by Varu}a’s being the supreme god in the Vedic 
pantheon. 

In Latin, toponymic appositions such as urbs, oppidum ‘city’ are 
postposed (e.g., Latin Satricum urbs); but in the case of Rome, the capital 
city, the toponym is more often preposed: urbs Roma, cf. Kühner & 
Stegmann (1955: 604): “Immer in guter Prosa urbs Roma” and Leumann, 
Hofmann & Szantyr (1972: 409).  

In Tocharian, it is normal for titles such as Tocharian A n	täk ‘sir’ to be 
postposed to an accompanying proper name. Nevertheless, an inversion of 
this order and preposing of the title are found in those vocatives where the 
title is communicatively particularly important, e.g. vocative n	täk nande 
‘sir Nanda’, see above §3.2. 
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The tendency described accords well with Givón’s more general 
prediction (2001: 278) that “L-dislocating a definite referent (80b) signals 
its importance.” 

 
4.2.2. Word-order change 
 
Other inconsistencies, such as co-occurrence in the same language of 

left-branching NPs alongside basic SVO order, or right-branching NPs 
alongside basic SOV order, often find a diachronic explanation. Diachronic 
syntactic change may change the NP-level word order from left-branching 
to right-branching while leaving the clause-level order (SOV) intact. An 
example is Modern Persian, which is SOV at the clause level (Lass 
2000:180-181) yet preposes the apposition.  

Conversely, clause-level word order may be loosened from strict SOV to 
flexible SVO (e.g. Hungarian, Basque)27 or VSO (e.g. Lycian), while leaving 
the left-branching NP-level word order intact. Thus Hungarian shows 
left-branching NP-level word order including postposed appositions; at the 
same time, its clause-level word order is much less constrained, permitting 
SVO word order as well, cf. Kiss (1987:21). Similarly, Lycian, an ancient IE 
language of the Anatolian branch, shows a left-branching NP structure 
including postposed appositions, e.g. padrñma kkumaza ‘Padrñma tthe priest’ 
(TL 49, Neumann 1993: 35), wataprddata 00ssadrapa ‘Wataprddata tthe SSatrap’ 
(TL 40 d1, Neumann 1982: 149). At the same time, the Proto-Anatolian SOV 
order at the clause level has changed to Lycian VSO. 

 
4.2.3. Adjectival conversion of AP and syntactic analogy 
 
Several ancient Indo-European languages attest to the adjectival zero 

conversion of appositional nouns, whereby the adjectivally converted 
postposed noun moves into the prenominal adjectival slot (see §9.2.2.1.2.). 
This leftward movement of the adjectivized AP is furthered by syntactic 
analogy and alignment with other left-branching NP types of the structure 
modifier-plus-head, e.g. Gen-N.  

 

                         
27 King & Elordi (1996: 201), Trask (1997: 109). 
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5. The internal dependency structure of NPs involving close apposition: 
head-final, head-initial or double-headed? 

 
It is striking that not much work has been invested so far in correlating 

appositional syntax and word order, but perhaps this is for a good reason. 
In fact, however manifest this particular correlation may seem, it turns out 
to be very difficult to account for.  

We have seen that postposing of close apposition is preferred in 
head-final languages. The most natural way to explain this would be to say 
that the appositional construction is itself a head-dependent structure, and 
that the closely apposed noun – the generic nominal – is the head of the 
construction. This, however, is an issue on which opinions have differed 
greatly. Altogether four standpoints are possible in analyzing an NP like 
‘king Richard’: a) ‘king’ is the head, b) ‘Richard’ is the head, c) both ‘king’ 
and ‘Richard’ are the head, 28  d) with regard to the Australian 
generic-specific construction, typologists have suggested that either 
constitutent, the generic or the specific noun, can function as head (cf. 
Dixon 2002: 455), in which case “the question of syntactic headship in noun 
phrases which consist of a noun classifier and a noun has to be established 
on a language-specific basis” (Aikhenvald 2000: 90).  

In addition, numerous tests have been proposed, which however fail to 
yield a consistent picture. Some such tests “prove” the transformational 
equivalence of the apposition with an attribute, supporting the canonical 
belief that the apposition is a kind of attribute.29 For instance, it is possible 
to transform the apposition into a relative clause, or to replace it by 
attributive pronouns/adjectives, cf. Heberlein (1996: 349f.). One must bear 
in mind, however, that transformational equivalence does not 
automatically imply identity of underlying structure or representation. In 
addition, there is evidence for the reverse analysis, for other syntactic tests 
point in the opposite direction, identifying the close apposition as the head 
of the NP. Thus in some languages, appositions are treated like heads in 
                         
28 Cf. Lehmann (1988: 181), Heberlein (1996: 343, 351, 353), and Lawrenz (1993: 134): “es 

handelt sich um semantisch und syntaktisch ‘gleichgewichtige’ und ‘nebengeordnete’ 
Konstitutenten.” 

29 Cf. for instance Schwyzer (1947:9 n. 2) on the affinity of apposition, attribute and 
predicate, Seiler (1960: 36), Heberlein (1996: 343 fn. 4), Pinault (1997a: 129), and Lühr 
(1996: 89): “Die Apposition ist ein substantivisches Attribut, das im allgemeinen im 
gleichen Kasus steht wie das Bezugswort (...). Durch Umformung der nominalen Fügung 
in einen Satz wird die Apposition zur Prädikatsnomen-Ergänzung.” 
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that they determine the gender of a coreferential relative pronoun, thus 
meeting one of the criteria defining the notion of a head, cf. Primus (2001: 
857): “the head is the determining category in terms of case government or 
other valency related phenomena in which one element determines the 
presence, syntactic or semantic function of another element.” If in a 
juxtaposition of proper noun and common noun the two differ as to their 
gender, it is more often the common noun that determines the gender of 
coreferential pronouns rather than the proper noun. 30  Cf. the Latin 
examples below, in which the appositional common nouns flumen/urbs and 
not the juxtaposed proper nouns trigger gender concord: 

 
flumen[N] Axonam[F], quod[N] est in extremis Remorum finibus. 
river.ACC.SG.N Axona.ACC.SG.F REL.NOM.SG.N be.PRS.3.SG PRP extreme.ABL.PL 

border.ABL.PL 
“tthe river Axona, wwhich is situated in the border area of the Remi” 

(Caes. BG 2.5,4) 
 

Satricum[N] urbem[F], quae[F] receptaculum fuerat.  
Satricum.ACC.SG.N ccity.ACC.SG.F REL.NOM.SG.F refuge.NOM.SG.N be.PRT.3SG.ACT 

“Satricum, tthe city, which has been their refuge” (Liv. 6.33,4) 
 
The priority of the common noun over the proper noun can be 

observed in modern Indo-European languages too. To take an example, 
German city names, such as Krefeld, trigger neuter concord in coreferential 
possessive pronouns. However, when juxtaposed to a feminine common 
noun like Stadt ‘city’, it is the common noun ‘city’ and not the proper noun 
that controls the gender of coreferential possessives. 

 
 KKrefeld[N] kümmert sich um sseine[N] Bürger. 
 KKrefeld.NOM.SG.N care.PRS.3.SG REFL PRP POSS.N.ACC.PL  

citizen.ACC.PL 
“Krefeld cares for its citizens.” 

                         
30 Cf. for Latin Kühner & Stegmann (1955:43f.), Heberlein (1996: 348, 350), and for German 

Lawrenz (1993: 45-47). 
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Die Stadt[F]  Krefeld[N] kümmert sich um iihre[F] Bürger. 
ART.NOM.SG.F  
      city.NOM.SG.F  

Krefeld.NOM.SG.N care.PRS.3.SG REFL PRP POSS.F.ACC.PL  
citizen.ACC.PL 

“The city of Krefeld cares for its citizens.” 
 

The same observation holds for the feminine noun Eiche ‘oak’ and its 
masculine generic hyperonym Baum ‘tree’. 

 
 DDie Eiche[F] verliert iihre[F] Blätter. 
 ART.NOM.SG.F 

oak.NOM.SG.F 
lose.PRS.3.SG POSS.F.ACC.PL  

leaf.ACC.PL 
“The oak loses its leaves.” 
 

Der Baum[M]  Eiche verliert  sseine[M] Blätter. 
ART.NOM.SG.M  
    tree. NOM.SG.M  

oak.NOM.SG.F lose.PRS.3.SG POSS.M.ACC.PL  
leaf.ACC.PL 

“The oak tree loses its leaves.” 
 

5.1. Semantic subordination and hyponymity/hyperonymity  
 
Given the indeterminacy of the syntactic tests described above, it seems 

advisable to ignore such aprioristic methods for the moment, and to start 
anew from the empirical and descriptive fact that OV syntax usually 
implies NOUN-APPOSITION word order and conversely VO syntax 
APPOSITION-NOUN word order. As has been documented above, there is a 
widespread tendency for the position of the generic noun to be connected 
with the Consistent Head Serialization Principle: NOUN-APPOSITION order 
correlates with OV order, and APPOSITION-NOUN order correlates with VO 
order. Nonetheless, these descriptive facts are not by themselves an 
explanation. Taking NOUN-APPOSITION and OV word order as examples, it 
seems as though the NOUN-APPOSITION syntax is not explained but rather 
contradicted by OV word order, for the following reason. If we analyse the 
apposition as a kind of attribute, as most linguists would, then the 
NOUN-APPOSITION syntax would be reformulated as core information plus 
accessory information, i.e., as NOUN-ATTRIBUTE or HEAD-MODIFIER 
structure—the exact opposite of the head-final MODIFIER-HEAD structure 
that ought to go along with OV syntax.  
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Fortunately, it is possible to resolve this problem and demonstrate that 
the ordering of specific noun and generic apposition can indeed be 
reconciled with a left- and right-branching dependency structure. In what 
follows I will try to show that the key to the problem is to be sought in the 
semantic relationship of the juxtaposed units. More specifically, we will 
envision the relationship of specific noun plus generic apposition as one of 
semantic subordination: the linearly first noun is semantically 
subordinated to the second, apposed noun. Consider the two sets of 
examples given below, showing the ordering typical for OV languages. In 
each case the corresponding items in the left and right columns are to be 
taken together, as jointly forming an ordered constituent: 

 
Semantic Scope (+) more specific (-) less specific 
A1 trout FISH 
A2 copper METAL 
B1 Richard KING 
B2 Mars GOD 
 Hyponym Hyperonym 

 
For each pair, the left and right items differ from each other with 

regard to their semantic scope. Moving from right to left, i.e., from the the 
second unit to the first unit, we proceed from a less specific to a more 
specific kind of information. The more general term ‘fish’ is narrowed 
down by ‘trout’, and the more general term ‘metal’ by ‘copper’. Similarly, 
the titles ‘king’ and ‘god’ identify a social class, whereas the proper name 
identifies an individual member of that class. In each case, we find a 
class-versus-member relationship between the second and the first unit. 
Semantically, the first unit can be analyzed as a hyponym, and the second 
unit as its hyperonym. 

Note that there is a subtle semantic difference between rubric A and 
rubric B. In the case of rubric A the semantic inclusion is logically 
obligatory: every trout is a fish, whereas in the case of rubric B) the 
inclusion is logically optional: not every person called Richard is a king. To 
capture this difference, it has been suggested that such optional hyponyms 
of kind B be called ppseudo-hyponyms, see Cruse (1975: 30). But aside from 
this subtle difference, the semantic relationship of the two units may be 
described as that of meaning inclusion (member-class relationship), with 
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the apposition functioning as a hyperonym and the first unit functioning 
as a hyponym. 

Now the terms hyponym and hyperonym already involve, by definition, 
a semantic dependency relationship: the hyperonym is semantically 
superordinated, and the hyponym semantically subordinated. In OV 
languages, the typical example would be “trout – FISH”. Here, the 
disambiguation of the semantic content proceeds from right to left, from 
less specific to more specific information or from general information to a 
more particular kind of information.  

 
 
6. Semantic chaining: Leftward relocation of hyponyms in OV languages  
 
As I have argued elsewhere (Hackstein 2003: 143ff.), the idea of 

semantically governed dependency structures is further supported by the 
phenomenon of left-relocation of hyponyms in head-final languages. It can 
be shown that as a rule, OV languages tend to place hyponyms to the left of 
their relative hyperonyms. 31  A hyponym like trout is correspondingly 
placed to the left of its relative hyperonym fish. But the given hyperonym, 
here fish, can itself be a hyponym with respect to a still more general noun 
such as animal; this means that the hyperonym fish now becomes a 
hyponym, and is accordingly relocated to the left of a further 
superordinate semantic hyperonym animal.  

Hyponymity and hyperonymity are relative concepts (Hackstein 2003: 
143). Therefore, in a binomial syntagm, the transformation of a relative 
hyperonym into a relative hyponym accords with its relocation from final 
NP position to initial NP position. 
 

                         
31 I use the term left(ward) relocation to avoid any confusion with the well-established 

term “left dislocation”. Unlike left dislocation, which designates movement out of the 
normal position, left relocation is a static, purely descriptive term. Based on the 
iterative right-to-left hyponymic ordering of appositions, it denotes the phenomenon 
whereby one and the same noun, which occurs on the right of the NP if hyperonymic, is 
relocated to the left of the NP if hyponymic. 
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FIGURE 1. Hyponymity and Hyperonymity as relative concepts 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In Hackstein (2003: 147), I demonstrated this for a schema/grid of four 

semantic types of NPs, which can combine linearly to form noun-noun 
appositional phrases:  

 
A (proper names) 
B (appositions signifying social status, profession) 
C (kinship terms, gender/age) 
D (general terms of address).  
 

Left-branching NP structures prefer the ordering A+B+C+D. The guiding 
principle behind this ordering is semantic dependency and subordination. 
Breaking the chain A+B+C+D down into three pairs, i.e., A+B, B+C, and C+D, 
we see that each of these involves a hyponym plus hyperonym 
relationship, yielding a hierarchically structured order, ascending from the 
more specific to the more general (Hackstein 2003: 141-143, 147-148), 
schematically:  
A (hyponymB) + B (hyperonymA & hyponymC) + C (hyperonymB & 
hyponymD) + D (hyperonymC).  
This notation is to be read “A is a hyponym of B, plus B, which is a 
hyperonym of A and a hyponym of C, plus C, which is a hyperonym of B 
and a hyponym of D, plus D, which is a hyperonym of C.” 

[[trout] fish]

[[[trout] fish] animal]

HYPONYM1 
e. g., trout 

HYPERONYM1 
e. g., fish 

HYPERONYM2 
e. g., animal 

HYPONYM1 
e. g., trout 

HYPERONYM1 
e. g., fish 

HYPONYM2 
& 
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In sum, within a left-branching NP structure: 
A is relocated to the left by B, C, D (A�B�C�D) 
B is relocated to the left by C, D  (B�C�D) 
C is relocated to the left by D  (C�D). 

 
FIGURE 2. Leftward relocation of hyponyms 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
All of these relocation types can be exemplified for both Indo-European 

and non-Indo-European languages. Within ancient Indo-European, a 
wealth of examples is offered by Hittite and Tocharian. In accordance with 
the above principles, the following semantic chaining obtains for ‘king’ 
(Hittite haššuš, Tocharian B walo), ‘god’ (Hittite šiuš/dUTU, Tocharian B 
ñakte), ‘father’ (Hittite attaš, Tocharian B p	cer) and ‘master/mister’ (Hittite 
išh	š, Tocharian kä��i): 

 
 A � B 

king, god 
� C 
father 

� D 
master/mister 

Hittite PN haššuš, šiuš/dUTU attaš, pešnaš išh	š 
Tocharian A&B PN walo, ñakte p	cer, 	l kä��i 
Greek PN ����X��� ��	�
, #��
  

[PN = personal name; A� B is to be read “A is relocated to the left by B.”] 
 
In Homeric Greek, the term for ‘king’, ����X���, is frequently postposed. 

However, it is displaced to the left if it cooccurs with the more general 
generic noun #��
 ‘man’. 

 

APB � NA   

APC �  APB 

 APD APC � 

kingB � GeorgeA 

fatherC � kingB 

misterD fatherC � 
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A � B (A:PN + B:KING, GOD, PROFESSION) 
B � C (B:KING, GOD, PROFESSION + C:KINSHIP TERM, GENDER/AGE) 
 
Ancient Greek AB ���!� ����X��� 
  Rhesos kking  
   (Il. 10.435) 
 BC ����X�-�  [��
]  "��
-�32 
  king-DAT [PTCL] mman-DAT 
   (Il. 3.170) 
 

In Hittite, the term for ‘king’, haššuš, tends to be postposed; but again 
‘king’ is relocated to the left when cooccurring with a general kinship term 
such as ‘father’. 

 
Hittite AB  Katešhaw-i   haššuw-i 
  Katešhawa-DAT king-DAT 
   (KBo 25.122 iii 13) 
 BC haššu-i  aatt-i=mi 33 
  king-DAT father-DAT=my  
   (KUB 26.35,4, HW 12.544, s.v. atta-) 
 
Likewise, it is normal for Hittite titles of professions to follow the proper 
name. However, they too are relocated to the left by the generic noun 
pešnaš ‘man’. 
 
Hittite AB mŠa�liš LúDAM.GÀR 
  Ša`liš mmerchant 
   (KUB 13.34 i 13, StBoT 4.38) 
 BC LÚUR.GI7-aš pešnaš 
  hunter mman 
   (KUB 12.126 i27, KUB 24.9 ii 27.50) 
 
The ordering type BC is pervasive in Hittite and can be further exemplified: 

                         
32 It is true that here the reverse order "��
� [��
] ����X�� would be metrically impossible 

in any case. Yet the attested order ����X�� [��
] "��
� stands a good chance of being the 
original, metrically unconstrained order in light of the general tendency for #��
 to 
occur after the noun it classifies, see La Roche (1893: 201f.). 

33 = LUGAL-i aatt-i=mi. cf. Luvian Tiwat-
 dd	t-
 = sun.god-DAT father-DAT (KUB 35.Rs. iii 10). 
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Hittite BC DUTU-ši ABI=YA 
  sun.god:VOC=my ffather:VOC=my 
  (text no. 213, Hagenbuchner 1989: 314) 
 BC šiun-eš pišen-eš34 
  god-NOM.PL mmen-NOM.PL 
  ‘the gods, (i.e.,) the males’35 
   (CHD-P 327, sub pešna- i) 

 
In the same vein, a B-item such as šiuš (=DUTU-uš) ‘god’ is postposed except 
when cooccurring with a D-item like the more general title išh	- ‘lord’, in 
which case the ordering BD = DUTU- + išh	-, the customary form of address 
to the king by his subjects,36 is obligatory: 
 
A � B (A:PN + B:KING, GOD, PROFESSION) 
B � D (B:KING, GOD, PROFESSION + D:GENERAL TERMS OF ADDRESS) 
 
Hittite AB d"almašuiz šiuš=miš 
  {almašuiz ggod=my 
   (CTH 1.46f.) 
 BD dUTU-e išh	=mi 37 
  sun.god-VOC llord=my 
   (KUB 31.127 I 1) 
 
The syntagm “DUTU- + išh	-” is significant in that it is abundantly attested 
(in this order) for all case forms (often even within the same text, e.g. texts 
no. 46 [Hagenbuchner 1989: 76f.] and no. 65, left margin 1-4 [Hagenbuchner 
1989: 102f.]). A wealth of examples can be extracted from Hagenbuchner 
(1989). 
 

In Tocharian, ñakte/ñkät ‘god’ is rigidly postposed to proper names, 
yielding the type AB; but if ‘god’ occurs with a C-item like ‘(wo)man’ or a 
D-item like the general title kä��i ‘master’ it is moved to the left, i.e. 
                         
34 = DINGIR.MEŠ LÚ.MEŠ. 
35 Under the premise that šiuneš (DINGIR.MEŠ) is a noun in apposition and not a purely 

graphic determinative. 
36 Cf. Hagenbuchner (1989:150) and passim on the greeting formula in letters. For more 

such examples, see Güterbock (1956 [10.4]: 122-124). 
37 = DUTUši B�LI-YA. 
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A � B   (A:PN + B:KING, GOD, PROFESSION) 
B � C   (B:KING, GOD, PROFESSION + C:KINSHIP TERM, GENDER/AGE) 
B � D   (B:SOCIAL STATUS, PROFESSION + D:GENERAL TERMS OF ADDRESS) 
A �B � C (A:PN +B:KING, GOD, PROFESSION + C:KINSHIP TERM, GENDER/AGE) 
 
Tocharian A AB hum	-�  ñäkte�ñ	-�  
  Huma-OBL ggoddess-OBL  
   (A201a2) 
Tocharian B BC ñäkteñña-na klai-na-nts 
  goddesses-OBL.PL.F wwoman-OBL.PL.F-GEN 
   (BH149add.122a4) 
Tocharian B BC kapy	r-i �r	y klaiy-na 
  worker-NOM.PL aadult.man:NOM.PL 

woman-NOM.PL.F 
   (SI B Toch./9, 11)38 
Tocharian A BD ya�tr	c	re-� kä��i-n-	 
  artisan-OBL   mmaster-OBL-PERL39 
   (A 8a1) 
Tocharian B BD pañäkte kä��i 
  Buddha:NOM mmaster:NOM 
   (BH149.038b1) 
Tocharian B BD poy�i kä��i 
  all.knowing.one:NOM mmaster:NOM  
 (No 34, 43, 361.1 [Schmidt 1998:75], 54 [Schmidt 1998:78]) 
Tocharian B BD poy�i saswe 
  all.knowing.one:NOM ssir:NOM  
   (B108b2) 
 

                         
38 Exceptions to the postposing of ‘man/woman’ generics in Tocharian do occur, e.g., West 

Tocharian 	l yriye ‘male (being), lamb’, klaina �roñ ‘females, kids’ (Pinault 1998: 12). These 
pairings do not seem do comply with the hyponym-hyperonym order postulated for 
SOV languages; rather, they show the converse order, i.e., 	l yriye ‘male (being), lamb’ = 
generic-specific = [mmale being [lamb]]. Nonetheless, the examples cited can be 
understood as being in accordance with the expected hyponym-hyperonym order if the 
principal focus is shifted from the species to the gender, in which case the syntagm 
could be parsed as [[male] llamb (iindifferent to gender)] = specific-ggeneric. 

39 = perlative. 
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This leftward hyponymic relocation can be shown to apply iteratively. 
Owing to the fact that hyponymity and hyperonymity are not absolute but 
relative concepts, the same noun may function simultaneously both as a 
subordinate and as a superordinate. Thus within a noun-noun apposition 
of the left-branching AB-type, e.g. proper name + ‘god’, the B-item, ‘god’, is 
superordinate; but it is subordinate when juxtaposed to a C- or D-type 
item, like ‘brother’ or ‘master’, and consequently appears on the left. In 
Tocharian, the term ‘prince’ is required to follow the personal name but to 
precede the generic kinship term ‘brother’: 
 
Tocharian A AB nande mä�kit 
  Nanda:NOM.SG pprince:NOM.SG 
   (A108b2+) 
 AB nande mä�kit-e 
  Nanda:GEN.SG pprince-GEN.SG 
   (A143b4+) 
 ABC �	kki-ñ mä�kit-	ñ pracr-e 
  ��kyas-NOM.PL pprince-NOM.PL    brothers-NOM.PL 
   (A 117b1) 
 
 
Likewise, the term ‘god’ is required to follow the personal name but to 
precede the honorific term of address ‘master’: 
 
Tocharian A AB Metrakä� pt	ññkät 
  Maitreya bbuddha.god 
   (A 256 a6) 
 ABD Metrak pt	ññkät kä��i 
  Maitreya bbuddha.god master 
   (A 305b1&5; MSN II.5b3f.) 
 

A glance outside the Indo-European language family reveals that the 
correlation between semantic dependency relations and appositional word 
order applies to non-Indo-European languages too. In Hungarian, it is 
normal for the designation of a profession to follow the name of an 
individual (A+B), e.g Sándorfi ttanár, literally Sándorfi tteacher. However, if this 
same term ‘teacher’ occurs with the more general term úr ‘mister’, it is 
moved one place to the left: thus Sándorfi ttanár becomes Sándorfi ttanár úr 
(A+B+D), literally ‘Sándorfi teacher mister’. 
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Hungarian AB Sándorfi tanár 
  Sándorfi tteacher 
 ABD Sándorfi tanár úr 
  Sándorfi tteacher mister 

(Bárczi 2001: 489) 
In much the same fashion, in Basque, the designation of a profession must 
follow a proper name, but again it is relocated to the left by a more general 
title such as ‘mister/lord’.40 
 
Basque AB Zeus jainko-a   
  Zeus ggod-DET 
 BD jainko jaur-a 
  God llord.mister-DET 

(cf. King & Elordi 1996: 53)  
Basque AB Müller irakasle-a 
  Müller tteacher-DET 
 ABD Müller irakasle jaur-a 
  Müller tteacher lord.mister-DET 
 

In cases like the preceding, where appositional syntagms are composed 
of more than two nouns, the ordering of relative hyponyms and 
hyperonyms is continuous, i.e., it requires a given hyponym to be adjacent 
to its relative hyperonym; the resulting sequence must not be interrupted. 
For instance, in the above cases sequences like A+B+C, A+B+D are permitted, 
whereas sequences like A+C+B or A+D+B may not occur. What this all 
amounts to is that there is a kind of semantic chaining at work, requiring 
the adjacency (juxtaposition) of relative hyponyms to their relative 
hyperonyms. In this way, linear order is determined by hierarchical 
adjacency principles of semantic dependency. 

 

                         
40 More examples can of course be found, e.g. from Korean and Japanese. Ronald Kim (p.c.) 

draws my attention to Korean: 
   AB Kim=seonsaeng  'Kim-teacher' 
   ABD Kim=seonsaeng=nim 'Kim-teacher-Mr(s)'. 
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7. Close apposition and nominal classifiers outside Indo-European 
 
In what follows, I will examine how the above results can be applied to 

languages that have grammaticalized a noun classifier system. The first 
question is whether the postposing of generic appositions described for OV 
languages, and the preposing in VO languages, is mirrored in the positional 
characteristics of noun classifiers. The second question is whether the 
phenomenon of adjacency of relative hyponyms and hyperonyms might 
recur among languages with grammaticalized noun classifiers. 

 
7.1. Nominal classifiers and word order  
 
We first examine whether there might be an association between 

head-final syntax and postposed classifiers, and head-initial syntax and 
preposed classifiers. We begin by briefly surveying a few languages. The 
following results, of course, can only be provisional and are intended to 
show that further research in this area might be promising.  There are 
languages which show the expected correlation of head-initial word-order 
profile and preposed classifiers. Among these are the Mayan languages 
Jacaltec and Acatec, both of which have VSO word order and prepose their 
classifiers.41 Likewise, the Austronesian language Kilivila, which is VOS, has 
preposed classifiers, cf. Senft (1996: 20, 22, 353), Heine & Kuteva (2002: 207). 

There are, however, cases with mixed word-order patterns which are 
more difficult to assess. A case in point is furnished in southern Africa by 
non-Khoe Khoisan languages where, in the NP, most modifiers follow the 
head noun, but associative (and appositional) constructions show the 
reverse, head-final order. For example, the southern Khoisan language 
!Xoô expresses natural gender through the postposed nouns ‘father’, 
‘mother’: 
!Xoô  gùmi à4a 
  cattle ffather (= ox ) 
  gùmi qáe 
  cattle mmother (= cow) mother 
  (Güldemann 1999: 69, Heine & Kuteva 2002: 133) 

                         
41 Cf. Craig (1986: 264) on Jacaltec: “Noun classifiers (N Cl) are free morphemes which 

immediately precede the noun and may co-occur with the various other determiners of 
the noun phrase, such as numeral, possessive, and demonstrative”. For Acatec, see 
Zavala (2000: 117ff.), and cf. also Heine & Kuteva (2002: 208, 313f.). 
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If analyzed as an appositive syntagm, this type of NP accords well with the 
cases of postposed kinship terms cited above (p. 12f.) for Indo-European 
and non-Indo-European SOV-type languages. However, these examples 
also allow an analysis as a juxtapositional genitive construction, as Tom 
Güldemann informs me: that is, ‘cattle-mother’, to be understood as ‘the 
mother of cattle’, which then develops into ‘female cattle’. Of course, if we 
are truly dealing with a possessive NP, the parallel with the appositional 
syntagms would be invalidated. Nevertheless, the question arises whether 
an alternative synchronic analysis as a non-possessive, purely appositional 
NP might also be possible, i.e., ‘cattle mother’, to be understood not as 
‘mother of cattle’ but as ‘cattle which are or can be mothers’. A parallel to 
such a sex-marking and non-possessive use of ‘mother’ can be found in 
compounds like English mother-bird or German Mutter-tier, ‘animal which is 
a mother’, and Mutter-schaf, ‘sheep which is a mother’. 

The generic-specific construction found in many Australian languages 
would seem to be another ideal test case for our purposes. Nevertheless, it 
is once again difficult to assess this type. Many Australian languages, 
including Yidiny, have no strictly defined word-order profile. The 
statistically preferred word order of Yidiny is OV, but obliques tend to 
follow the verb, and in principle, all word orders are possible (Dixon 1977: 
268f.), cf. e.g. 
 
Yidiny bama:l yaburu6gu minya gangu:l wawa:l 
 person.CLF girl animal.CLF wallaby ssee:PAST 

“The (person) girl saw the (animal) wallaby.”  
 

Yidiny minya gangu:l jana-ng jugi-il gabuma-la 
 animal.CLF wallaby sstand-PRS tree.CLF -LOC black_pine-LOC 

“The (animal) wallaby is standing by the (tree) black pine.”  
(Dixon 1977: 480, Wilkins 2000: 166) 

As for the generic–specific construction, Dixon observes (2002: 457) that 
“[a] generic noun will most frequently precede a specific noun in an NP”. 
This contradicts our expectation that OV word order ought to imply 
postposed generic nouns. However, Dixon adds that “most Australian 
languages have fair freedom of word order so that the alternative sequence 
is likely to be possible.” Along these lines, there are also Australian 
languages that attest to a specific-generic order (alongside generic-specific 
constructions). Two such cases are Nyangumarta and Kayardild (cf. Dixon 
2002: 457 with references). 
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7.2. Adjacency of relative hyponym and relative hyperonym 
 
The second question is whether the phenomenon of the obligatory 

adjacency of a relative hyponym and its relative hyperonym can also be 
observed among languages with incipient (e.g. Arrernte) or 
grammaticalized (e.g. Yidiny) noun classification systems. Once again, 
Australian languages provide test cases. Here it “is possible to find two 
generic nouns co-occurring with a specific noun in an NP” (Dixon 1977: 
247). The relevant cases can be subdivided into two types. 

A) The specific noun is preceded by two inherent nature classifiers, 
such as PERSON + MAN, allowing a semantic analysis as a true 
hyperonym-hyponym relationship, since every man is a person. 

 
(a) Yidiny bama wagu:8a wu9gun 
 PERSON MAN ppubescent_boy 
 GENERIC HYPERONYM GENERIC HYPONYM SPECIFIC HYPONYM 
   (Dixon 1977: 484) 
(b) Yidiny bama bu;a yabu:9 
 PERSON WOMAN ppubescent_girl 
 GENERIC HYPERONYM GENERIC HYPONYM SPECIFIC HYPONYM 
   (Dixon 1977: 248) 

 
B) In the second type, the specific noun is preceded by a function/use 

classifier (e.g., ARTEFACT) and an inherent nature classifier, such as STONE.42 
Here, in contrast to the first type, the relation of the two classifiers is not a 
true hyperonym-hyponym relationship but a sequence of 
pseudo-hyperonym plus hyponym, since the inherent nature property 
need not automatically imply the property of the function/use assignment 
(for instance, not every stone is an artefact). 

 
(c) Arrernte arne pwerte athere 
 ARTEFACT STONE ggrinding_stone 
 FUNCTION/USE GENERIC HYPONYM SPECIFIC HYPONYM 

                         
42 “Cooccurrence of classifiers is governed by the following principle. If two classifiers 

cooccur, one of them must be an inherent nature classifier, and the other has to refer to 
‘function/use’” (Dixon 1977: 484, Aikhenvald 2000: 83). 
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(d) Arrernte kere thipe nji6ke 
 EDIBLE MEAT BIRD zzebra_finch 
 FUNCTION/USE GENERIC HYPONYM SPECIFIC HYPONYM 
 (Wilkins 1989: 108, Dixon 2002: 457)

 
Now both the Yidiny and Arrernte examples can be analyzed as 

containing a rightward relocation of hyponyms. In example (b), the linear 
order of the three items can be parsed as hyperonym ‘person’ plus 
hyponym ‘woman’, which in turn functions as a hyperonym of the more 
specific final item ‘pubescent girl’. Turning to Arrernte, example (d), we 
begin with the generic entity of ‘edible meat’, then select ‘bird meat’,43 and 
finally narrow down ‘bird meat’ to ‘meat of the zebra finch’. In example (c), 
we begin with the entire class of artefacts, then select those instruments 
made of stone, and finally narrow this choice down to ‘grinding stone’. 

Under this analysis, we obtain a model of rightward relocation of 
hyponyms which is the mirror image of the left relocation described above 
for languages such as Hungarian and Basque. Despite the difference in 
direction of branching, the two relocation patterns have one common 
denominator. They both follow the adjacency principle outlined above: 
hyponyms are juxtaposed to their relative hyperonyms. Thus, example (b) 
displays an order with continuously ascending specificity, while a 
discontinuous order of the type *PERSON + pubescent girl + WOMAN = GENERIC 
HYPERONYM + sspecific + GENERIC HYPONYM is excluded. As for (c) and (d), 
Wilkins (1989: 108) observes “a strict ordering of function/use classifier 
before inherent nature classifier”. In other words, a discontinuous order of 
the type HYPERONYM + FFUNCTION-USE + HYPONYM, e.g., BIRD + EDIBLE MEAT + ZEBRA 
FINCH or STONE + ARTEFACT + GRINDING STONE, is prohibited. Put differently, 
there appears to be a crosslinguistic rule which requires the hyperonym 
(bird/stone) to be adjacent to its relative hyponym (zebra finch/grinding 
stone). 

In both the Yidiny and Arrernte cases, the obligatory adjacency of 
generic and specific classifiers corresponds to that of relative hyponym 
and hyperonyms in constructions with double apposition (cf. p. 40). 

 

                         
43 Cf. Wilkins’s (2000: 199) glossing of thipe as ‘flying fleshy food’. 
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8. Close apposition as a source of classifiers 
 
As noted above (§ 1 ad fin.), with the exception of certain modern 

Indo-Aryan languages, the Indo-European family has never developed a 
grammatical system of noun classifiers. Nevertheless, closer inspection 
reveals the existence of noun-noun syntagms that can be regarded as the 
germ of a developmental continuum potentially leading to fully 
grammaticalized noun classifiers. 

 
8.1. A pragmatic account of appositional generics 
 
A number of languages can be adduced that conventionalize close 

appositions in the sociocultural sphere. For instance, Homeric Greek44 and 
Biblical Hebrew show a certain predilection for PROPER NOUN – COMMON NOUN 
collocations involving the generic terms for ‘man/woman’. The existence 
of such collocations is especially significant in light of the fact that lexemes 
signifying ‘man/woman’ are typologically frequent sources of classifiers 
and morphemes denoting natural and grammatical gender, cf. Aikhenvald 
(2000: 358) and §2.1.D above with fn. 9. 

 
Left-branching NP Right-branching NP 

Homeric Greek Biblical Hebrew45 
��X���� 	’ ""��
��, ����� 	� ��������� �� 
š  koh�n 
‘guardians  men and servants wwomen’ ‘mman priest’ 

(Il. 9.477) (Lev. 21.9) 
	��	!��� ""��
�� �� 
š s	r
s 
‘carpenters mmen’  ‘mman eunuch’ 

(Il. 6.315 13.390) (Jer. 38.7) 
��
�	!
�� ""��
�� �� 
š �ar w�-šo<�>   
‘hunters mmen’ ‘mman prince and judge’ 

(Il. 9.544) (Ex. 2.14) 
Cf. above p. 14f. (§2.1D), p. 36f. (§6) on 
Hittite, p. 38 (§6) on Tocharian, and 
below p. 53ff. (§9.2). 

Cf. above §2.2.1 on Old Church Slavonic. 

                         
44 Cf. already La Roche (1893: 201-203). A Homeric inventory has been given in section 

§2.1.D above. 
45 For further instances, see Gesenius 33 (= BDB 35) on � 
š and Gesenius 70 (= BDB 61) on 

� išš	h. 
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While the generics (‘man/woman’) in the above cases retain their status 
as free word forms, there are other cases in which apposed generics are 
cliticized. And in at least one such case, that of the Tocharian generic term 
for ‘god’, we can observe such a cliticized generic spread to an entire 
sociocultural class (theonyms), thus turning into a bound morpheme, 
which however has not yet crossed the boundary to become a grammatical 
morpheme. 

As for the cliticization of postposed appositions, one may further 
compare the isolated case of German Hérr Gótt, which had already 
undergone univerbation in Early Modern German to yield a new composite 
noun Hérr-gott (i.e., MHG herre gót > Early Modern German herrgot > Modern 
German Hérrgott), cf. Hérrgotts-frühe (lit. ‘Lord-God early’, i.e. ‘at the crack of 
dawn’). In other cases, such cliticized close appositions show what looks 
like an incipient spread to some but not all items of the same lexical field. 
A paradigmatic example is the partial spread of the apposed title pater in 
Latin theonyms. Starting from Latin Di�s pater, the lexical renewal of the 
inherited theonym I�piter, we observe the spread of pater and enclitic -piter 
to additional theonyms, so as to generate Saturnus-pater, Ianus-pater, 
Mars-pater > Marspiter (cf. Gellius 5.12.4f.). Finally, Tocharian B has gone one 
step further, generalizing the apposed common noun ñákte ‘god’ in its 
cliticized form -ñäkte to all theonyms, e.g. kaún ñákte > kaún-ñäkte ‘sun-god’; 
for an inventory of forms see Winter (1987), Hackstein (2006: 104). 

 
8.2. Function 
 
In order to determine the position of the aforementioned collocations 

on a scale extending from purely lexical to fully grammatical, the textual 
and pragmatic context must be taken into consideration. Previous research 
has determined a number of possible functions of classifiers, cf. in general 
Aikhenvald (2000: 317-330): 

a) highlighting: Rather than adding additional information, classifiers 
may serve as pure highlighting devices, tagging thematically important 
participants in foregrounded discourse; cf. Zavala (2000: 143) on Acatec. 

b) referencing, anaphora: Classifiers may serve as markers of 
referentiality, resembling third-person pronouns in Indo-European 
languages; cf. Grinevald (2002: 266) on Jacaltec. 

c) individuation: Classifiers are used when reference to a particular 
individual is required (Aikhenvald 2000: 318). 
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8.2.1. Homeric Greek 
 
In fact, although the Homeric Greek appositional use of #��
 ‘man’ is 

far from being grammaticalized, it exhibits some interesting functional 
overlap with the discourse-pragmatic functions of noun classifiers. In a 
number of languages, noun classifiers may indicate topicality, cf. 
Aikhenvald (2000: 322f.). Topicality, in turn, can be shown to be a property 
of Homeric NPs with apposed #��
: 

a) The generic #��
 can be apposed to new referents that are being 
introduced and that will be important in the text. In Il. 17.466, thematic 
emphasis is placed on a new referent: “But at last there was one of his 
companions (= �	��
!� ##��
) who laid eyes upon him: Alkimedon, the son 
of Laerkes, descended from Haimon” (Lattimore). In Od. 6.3, at the 
beginning of the section dealing with Odysseus’s arrival in Phaeacia, the 
first mention is made of the Phaeacians, ������� ""��
��, who play a 
central role in the sixth book. Later, in Od. 6.34f, on second mention, the 
common noun "��
�� is omitted. 

b) The generic noun #��
 can be apposed to pragmatically salient NPs. 
In a significant number of cases, specific-generic pairings involving #��
 
form part of similes, marking the standard of comparison, e.g., Il. 23.845 
���!� 	��... �!���X!� ##��
 ‘as far as an oxherd [mman]’, Od. 10.278 ������ 
#��
� �!���� ‘resembling a youth [mman]’. 

c) Aside from marking topicality, the apposing of #��
 can serve to 
express individuation, e.g., Il. 9.544 �!XX��� �� �!X��� ��
�	!
�� ""��
�� 
#�� 
�� ‘assembling together many  hunting mmen out of numerous cities’. 

 
8.2.2. Biblical Hebrew 
 
Turning now to Biblical Hebrew, it is interesting to note that the 

generics ¡
š ‘man’, ¡išš	h ‘woman’, and na‘�r	h ‘girl’ are sometimes apposed to 
new referents that are being introduced, e.g. at the beginning of a 
subsection: Jer 38.7 wayyišma‘ ‘e�e#-mele$ hak�š
 � 

š s	r
s w�h� b��è� hammele$ 
... ‘Now when Ebedmelech the Ethiopian, aa eeunuch ((man) who was in the 
king's house, heard ...’; 1 Kg 17.10 w�hinn�h-š	m �išš	h �alm	n	h m�qošeše� ‘��
m 
‘behold, aa widow (woman) was there gathering sticks’; Jdg 4.4 �#���r	h �išš	h 
n��
� 	h ��še� lap
#�� h
 šo<�>	h �e�-yi�r	� �l b	 ‘�� hah
 ‘and Deborah, aa prophetess 
(woman), the wife of Lapidoth, she judged Israel at that time’; Jdg 21.12 
wayyim���� miyy�š��è y	�èš gilè‘	#  �arba‘ m���� nna‘�r	h ����l	h ��šer lo� - y	#‘	h � 
š 
l�miška� z	$	r ‘and they found among the inhabitants of Jabeshgilead four 
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hundred young vvirgins (girls), that had known no man by lying with any 
male’. 

Neither in Homeric Greek nor in Biblical Hebrew has the 
discourse-pragmatic use of generics signifying ‘man/woman/girl’ become 
grammaticalized. Rather, it seems more appropriate to speak of an 
occasional tendency for certain generics to be collocated with specific 
nouns under certain discourse-pragmatic conditions. Unlike noun 
classifiers, such collocations are not obligatory, nor do the generics in such 
pairings recur in (anaphoric) referencing function. On the other hand, such 
occasional discourse devices do concretely attest the precursor 
constructions that have been hypothesized by typologists for the 
emergence of noun classifiers.  

Returning to our initial question whether additional criteria can be 
brought forward in support of the presumed relationship between close 
apposition and noun classifiers, we may now conclude that such criteria do 
exist. First, the phenomenon of semantic subordination recurs both with 
close appositions and with grammaticalized classifiers. Second, certain 
positional (syntactic) characteristics such as the pre- and postposing 
dichotomy may be shared by close appositions and noun classifiers. Both of 
these observations merit further investigation. 

 
 
9. Nominal apposition in ancient Indo-European. From casual to habitual 

collocation, from habitual collocation to grammatical construction 
 
Although ancient Indo-European never developed a grammaticalized 

system of nominal classifiers, it can nevertheless be shown to have 
sporadically begun to functionalize noun-noun collocations. These can be 
arranged along a gradient ranging a) from casual to habitual collocation, 
and b) from habitual collocation to grammatical construction. Especially 
instructive are cases in which the transition between these two pairs can 
be demonstrated for the same phrase, thus illustrating the consecutive 
processes of phraseologization and syntacticization. 

 
Casual collocation Habitual collocation Syntactic construction 

phraseologization syntacticization 
- grammaticalization + 
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Prior to embarking on the study of specific cases, it will be useful to 
briefly set out the distinguishing features of the three stages, for these 
criteria will prove useful further below. 

The development sketched above begins with the collocation of two 
nouns. At this stage, neither noun shows a particular predilection for being 
associated with the other or necessitates the presence of the other. 

As the two nouns develop a tendency to be combined, their collocation 
develops from an occasional into a habitual one. At the same time, the 
process of habitualization is marked by a decrease in paradigmatic 
variability. At this stage, the occurrence of the habitual collocation is 
dependent solely on semantic (and not yet dictated by morphosyntactic) 
factors.  

This changes when syntacticization takes place. With the change of the 
habitual collocation to a syntactic construction, morphosyntactic rules 
require the appositional noun to be employed. To take an example, in 
languages with grammaticalized numeral classifiers, the counting of 
non-human objects requires the numeral to cooccur with the non-human 
classifier (= the former appositional noun). 

While no single ancient Indo-European language attests all three stages 
in the pathway just sketched, it is nevertheless possible to combine 
evidence from several Indo-European languages that attest the same 
semantically and even etymologically identical noun-noun appositional 
phrase at different developmental stages. Viewed together, these stages 
illustrate the entire process of both phraseologization and syntactization 
for the same model phrase. They show the potential for apposed generic 
nouns to become functionalized as grammatical elements and eventually 
provide the source for grammatical elements such as classifiers or even 
bound morphemes. 

In the following, I shall present two such case studies dealing with NPs 
of the structure “numeral plus nominal apposition plus referent”. The 
value of these two studies lies in the fact that they allow a glimpse of the 
situation prior to the grammaticalization of classifiers, and demonstrate 
noun-noun appositional syntagms to be a possible source in Indo-European 
for the grammaticalization of nominal classifiers. 
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9.1. Apposition in counting: numeral-apposition NPs 
 
In fact, numeral-noun appositional syntagms are a frequently utilized 

syntactic template in counting. A typical format is the concatenation of a 
cardinal, an appositional noun and the nominal item counted, i.e., NUMERAL 
+ APPOSITION + COUNTNOUN, where the apposition slot is filled by a noun 
denoting accessory or natural qualities of the counted noun. Given its 
semantics, this slot favors the conversion of the appositional noun to an 
adjective. As we shall see further below (§9.2.2.1.2.), this change in 
syntactic constituency has further repercussions for the placement of the 
appositional noun. 

 
9.1.1. YOKE >> PAIR 
 
An instructive example is furnished by the IE lexeme *i¢eu�g(-es)-, i�ug-om 

‘yoke’. This noun originally signified a pair of yoked draught animals, cf. 
Old Lat. iuga boverum ‘pairs of oxen’ (Cato Agr. 62.1), boum iuga duo (Varro R. 
1.19.1), Homeric Greek £����� ‘yokes of draught animals plowing a field’ (Il. 
18.543), but then was extended to designate pairs of any animate referent 
and eventually to any pair. 

Widespread among ancient Indo-European languages is the use of 
numeral plus the noun ‘yoke’ in apposition plus counted referent.46 As we 
shall see below, this syntactic construction is indeed the precursor of 
numeral-classifier constructions as found in certain modern Indo-Aryan 
languages. In ancient Indo-European, this collocational type is still patently 
phraseological. The phraseological status of the numeral-plus-‘yoke’ 
construction is very likely an archaism of PIE date in light of its 
cross-linguistic attestation and word-formational behavior; alongside the 
noun-noun appositional type, e.g. “two yokes/pairs [of] oxen”, there exists 
the nominalized version, a substantival compound made up of numeral 
plus ‘yoke’. This compositional type is the word-formational version of the 
free collocational type, and as such presupposes the existence of the 
noun-noun appositional type. I will proceed with documentation of the 
relevant data. 

                         
46 These collocations display the word ‘yoke’ in either of three stem forms: beside *i ¢ugóm, 

there occurs the root noun *i ¢eu�g-/*i ¢ug- and an s-stem *i ¢eu�g-es- (Gr. £��!�, Lat. iugera). 
Regarding the cooccurrence of root noun and s-stem, cf. PIE *u�et-, *u�et-e/os- ‘year’, 
*u�ekw-, *u�ekw-e/os- ‘voice’) and Schindler (1979: 58f.) “s-Stämme neben WN sind häufig”. 
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Examples of the appositional employment of ‘yoke’ in the sense of ‘pair’ 
come from Old Hittite, Mycenean and Old Latin: 

1 YOKE: NP. Hittite: LÚMEŠ URULum-na-�i-la 1 i-ú-kán ú-iz[-zi] “men from 
Lumnahila, one pair, is coming” (KBo 12.131 r. Kol. 5’, Rieken 1999: 62). 

Mycenean: Aiwolos Kelainos kwe ne(woi), we(rgatai) BOSm ZZE(ugos) 1 = gwou�e(s) 
dzeu�gos hem “Aiwolos and Kelainos, young oxen, draught animals, one 
yoke” (KN Ch 896, Hiller 1986: 257, Barton¤k 2003: 507). 

3 YOKES: NP. Hittite: LÚ.MEŠ{ÚB.BI III i-ú-uk ú-en-zi “dancers, three pairs 
are coming” (KBo 25.72 r. Kol. 11’f., see Rieken 1999: 61f. and Groddek 2004: 
18 [text], 19 [transl.], 35 [comm.] ad Vs. II 20) with root noun i-ú-uk in the 
(generic) distributive singular. For this construction in Hittite, see Hoffner 
(2007: 332), Hoffner & Melchert (2008: 158f.). 

 
5, 6 YOKES: NP >> AdjP. There is one instance of a numeral-plus-‘yoke’ 

NP being converted into an adjective phrase (AdjP) classifying a further 
noun: Old Latin s
 ssex iug
s v	s
s opus est “in case there is need for six 
pairwise connected (olive-pressing) plants” (Cato Agr. 145.1). 47  This 
instance is of particular interest because it provides the exact match on the 
phraseological level of what was later to emerge on the syntactic level as 
the numeral-plus-classifier construction in modern Indo-Aryan languages. 
As such, it illustrates the gradient leading from collocational phraseology 
to syntactic construction.48 

 
9.1.1.1. Cooccurrence of noun phrase and dvigu compound 
 
We frequently find the cooccurrence of noun phrases of the type 

NUMERAL+NOUN and the compounded version thereof, signifying ‚having X 
items’ or ‘aggregate of X items’, the so-called dvigu compounds. The two 
types are closely linked derivationally, so that the presence of a dvigu 
compound indicates the (prior) existence of the corresponding 
numeral-plus-noun phrase, cf. e.g. 
                         
47 Cf. in an enumeration v	sa ole	ria 
nstr�cta iiuga qu
nque “olive-pressing plants, equipped, 

pairwise five” (Cato Agr. 10.2). 
48 In the same vein, Lehmann 2000 draws attention to Modern German collocations like 

drei Mann Besatzung ‘three-man crew’ (cf. §. 1 above on Jalcatec naj Pel = man.CLF Peter 
‘Peter’), drei Stück Vieh ‘three head of cattle.’ Typologically, collocations like these 
furnish the semantic and syntactic prototypes for grammaticalized numeral-noun 
classifier constructions for animate items, as attested for a wealth of 
non-Indo-European languages. 
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NOUN-PHRASE VERSION COMPOUND VERSION 
NUMERAL + NOUN NP NUMERAL-NOUN COMPOUND 

‘X YOKES’ ‘AGGREGATE OF X YOKES’ 
*du�(o)i�h1  i�ugoi�h1 ‘two yokes’ *du�i-i�ugom 
 *du�oi�o-i�ugom 
*trih2 i�ugeh2        ‘three yokes’ *tri-i�ugom 
*kwetu��r i�ugeh2    ‘four yokes’ *kwetu�r'-i�ugom 

 
2-YOKE: CP. Homeric Greek ��£���� ¦��!� (Il. 5.195, 10.473); 

Latin b
gae ‘team of two chariot-horses’ (Varro L. 8.55, 10.24, ThLL 2.1981-3); 
Cf. Hittite: t	yuga-/d	yuga- ‘two years old’ (*du�oi�o-i�ugom), see Eichner (1992: 56f.), 
Rieken (1999: 150 fn. 704.). 

3-YOKE: CP. Latin tr
gae (Varro L. 8.55) ‘team of three chariot-horses’;  
Cf. Vedic tri-yugám ‘span of three ages’ (RV 10.97,1). 

4-YOKE: CP. Old Latin quadr
gae: quadrigas (Varro L. 8.55, 10.24, Cic. Or. 
157);  
Cf. Vedic catur-yúj- ‘yoked by four’ (RV 8.6,48), cátur-yuga- ‘[chariot] having four 
yokes’ (RV 2.18,1). 

The inflection of the nouns b
gae, tr
gae, quadr
gae may conceal an 
archaism. The nouns b
gae, tr
gae, quadr
gae, while assigned to the feminine 
plural in Old Latin, are replaced by the overtly marked singular forms b
ga, 
tr
ga, quadr
ga in the post-Augustean period, see Kühner & Holzweissig 
(1912: 504). This indicates that, despite their plural inflection, the forms 
b
gae, tr
gae, quadr
gae were conceived of as singular forms (like Lat. tenebrae 
= fem. pl. Vedic támisr	�). Given this perception of b
gae, etc. as singular 
forms, the likeliest explanation for Latin singular collectives in –ae 
(otherwise preserved in Latin only in the pronominal declension as 
feminine singular or as neuter plural, cf. haec, quae) is to identify them with 
archaic singular collectives of the type PIE *-eh2-i or PIE *-eh2-i-t > *-eh2-i-d, 
a complex collective suffix composed of collective *–eh2- plus 
abstract-collective *–i and optionally further enlarged by the collective 
suffix *-t as encountered in *dék@m'-t (cf. Rau 2009:48). The idea that Latin 
neuter plural –ae conceals a collective suffix is implicit already in Johannes 
Schmidt’s equation of Latin nom. acc. n. pl. QUAI (CIL 12.583.34), Osc. ppai, 
paí with Pruss. kai ‘what’ (Schmidt 1889: 227f.). The suffix in question was 
later shown by Eichner (1973: 59f.) and Watkins (1971: 55 fn. 5, 1975: 364f.) 
to be productive in Anatolian (Luvian �attulaa�it ‘health‘, ašrulaa�it 
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‘femininity’, cf. Starke 1990: 153-76, Rieken 1999: 262, Rau 2009: 49 fn. 35) 
and Homeric Greek (����X�¨� with –� from *-ts, i.e., collective *-t plus 
individualizing *-s, reanalysed as *-ds; cf. gen. ����X�¨�!� with secondary 
-�-, as in the collective noun Greek �����, -��!�, Skt. da�at- from PIE 
*dék@m'-t-s). To conclude, the Latin nouns b
gae, tr
gae, quadr
gae descend 
from transnumeral collectives whose assignment to singular or plural was 
language-specific, as is the case with other collectives, cf. Hitt. wid	r (pl.) 
vis-à-vis Greek ©��
 (sg.) and Nussbaum (1986: 127). 

 
9.2. Apposition as sex-marking strategy, and numeral classifiers 
 
The same picture is obtained with collocations of the type “numeral 

plus appositional noun denoting ‘man’ or ‘woman’ plus counted objects”. 
As we saw above, apposing the generic terms for ‘man’ and ‘woman’ is 
typologically among the most widespread techniques for sex marking 
outside Indo-European and a common source for human classifiers 
attached to numerals. It is noteworthy that a pre-grammaticalized, 
collocational version of this syntagm is widely present in ancient 
Indo-European languages. In the framework, these instances of 
numeral-plus-‘man’ collocations arouse even greater interest, for the 
entire range of the grammaticalization scale sketched above is attested 
across the individual ancient Indo-European languages. 

Archaic Latin uses appositional m	s ‘male’ and f�mina ‘female’ to mark 
sex with generic animal names. As for m	s (ThLL 8.423f., s.v. m	s III), note 
for instance ov
 m	r
 testicul
 d�mpt
 sunt (Varro L. 5.91), Ianu
 Quirin� aagnum 
m	rem caedit� (Fest. p. 204 Lindsay), bovem m	rem Iov
 optim� maxim� 
proprium immol	vit (CIL 6.32.323, 103), and immolandum ... cui de� mm	ribus 
hosti
s, cui ff�min
s (Cic. leg. 2.29); for appositional f�mina, see below §9.2.2. 

 
9.2.1. MAN >> sex-marking morpheme 
 
The developmental stages of collocations with numerals followed by 

‘man’ are again attested, not within any single Indo-European language, 
but across the Indo-European family. 

2 MEN: NP. Homeric Greek attests casual collocations, with no 
indication of further functionalization: ��! "��
�� 13.499, ��! �’ "��
�� Il. 
18.498, ��! �’ #�ª
�� 20.158, ��! �’ "��
� 20.286, "��
� ��� 23.659=802. 

By contrast, Latin employs collocations of the type duovir
 (for a 
collection see Kühner & Holzweissig 1912: 502), which, despite their 
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semantic resemblance to the Greek collocations, differ from the latter in 
showing all earmarks of habitualization. Evidence of their phraseological 
status is provided by a number of phonetic and morphological phenomena 
such as univerbation (sex=vir
 > s�vir
), the preservation of morphological 
archaisms, e.g., duum=virum (Cic. Or. 156) with archaic gen. pl. duum and 
virum; tr
s=vir�s with archaic acc. pl. tr
s (for attestations, see below), and 
instances of backformation (gen. pl. duum=virum >> nom. sg. duum=vir, nom. 
pl. s�vir
 >> s�vir). 

3 MEN: NP. tr�s vir
 ‘board of three men, judges’ (Pl. Amph. 155, Liv. 
33.42.1); trium virum (Gell. 3.9.4, Cic. Or. 156, Cato apud Fest. p. 466 Lindsay, 
Varro apud Gell. 13.12.6); tr
s vir�s (Pl. Pers. 72, Cic. de Orat. 3.73). 

6 MEN: NP. s�vir
 ‘members of an official board of six’ (CIL 11.2647), s�vir 
(CIL 14.2795, Petron. 65.5). 

7 MEN: NP. septem=virum (Gell. 1.12.6). 
10 MEN: NP. decem=vir
, decem=vir�s (Cic. R 2.36). 
15 MEN: NP. qu
ndecim=virum (Gell. 1.12.6, Tac. Ann. 6.12). 
3 MEN: NP >> AdjP. As in the case of the numeral-plus-‘yoke’ collocation, 

there is evidence for the appositional use of the numeral-plus-‘man’ 
collocation as an adjective classifying a following head noun. A case in 
point is Liv. 33.42.1: R�mae e� pr
mum ann� ttr�s vir
 epul�n�s fact
 C. Licinius 
Lucullus ... , et P. Manlius et P. Porcius Laeca. In this passage tr�s vir
 epul�n�s 
occurs in the sense of ‘three (men) banqueters’. The internal syntax of the 
passage is to be interpreted as “At Rome, appointed as the three 
banqueters (= the college of the three banqueters) were C. Licinius 
Lucullus ... , P. Manlius and P. Porcius Laeca.” 

In addition, the genitive plural *ttrium virum epul�num (cf. Gell. 1.12.6 
septem virum epul�num) serves as the basis for backforming a nominative 
singular trium=vir epul� (Liv. 40.42.7) and a dative singular P. Corneli� 
Dolabellae cos [c�nsul] sseptem=vir� epul�n
 (CIL 3.1741). Instances like these 
show that the numeral-plus-vir collocation had ceased to be transparent as 
an appositional phrase consisting of numeral plus ‘man’ and was 
reanalyzed as an adjectival compound taking singular concord with epul�. 

The foregoing observations help to clarify the syntactic interpretation 
of the following passage: Sed ut pontific�s veter�s propter sacrifici�rum 
multit�dinem ttr
s vir�s epul�n�s esse volu�runt, … “but as the old priests wished 
because of the multitude of sacrifices that there be three banqueters” (Cic. 
de Orat. 3.73). While there seems to be no way of rigorously excluding a 
copula construction (with either tr
s=vir�s or epul�n�s functioning as 
predicate of the other noun), the above examples tip the scales in favor of 
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taking tr
s=vir�s + epul�n�s as an adjective phrase plus head noun, and esse as 
an existential verb ‘there exist(s)’. 

6 MEN: NP >> AdjP. Syntactic parallels to tr
s=vir�s epul�n�s and 
septem=vir� epul�n
 are furnished by s�vir
 August	l�s (CIL 14.367) ‘six (men) 
priests of Augustus’ and s�vir� August	l
 (Petron. 30.2). 

3 MEN: CLF, 4 MEN:CLF. Bengali has gone a step farther in syntacticizing 
the numeral-noun appositional type exemplified by Latin sex iug
s vas
s, tr�s 
vir
 epul�n�s and s�viri August	l�s. In Bengali, the collocation of numeral and 
generic term for man/person has ceased to be phraseological. Instead, a 
syntactic rule requires a numeral referring to a human object to be 
followed by the human classifier -jon, tin-jjon �romik, car-jjon �romik ‘three, 
four labourers’. It is even possible to concretely exemplify the 
lexicon-syntax continuum with (occasional) correspondences such as 
Vedic m�nu�o jána� ‘(hu)man being/person’ (RV 6.2.3c) >> Assamese 
manu�-z�n [man-DEF.HUMAN.CLF] ‘the man’ (see § 1. above) or Latin tr�s vir
 
epul�n�s, septem vir
 epul�n�s ‘three, seven men banqueters/sacrificial 
priests’ and Bengali tin-jon purohit, �at-jon purohit lit. ‘three, seven 
(person.CLF) priests’. 

 
phraseologization >> syntacticization 

Casual collocation Habitual collocation Syntactic numeral- 
classifier construction 

Gk. ��! "��
�� Lat. duovir
 Bengali dui-jon + X 
‘two-person.CLF + HUMAN’ 

Gk. 	
��� "��
��  Lat. tr�s vir
,  
OIr. triar 

Bengali tin-jon + X 
‘three-person.CLF + HUMAN’ 

Gk. 	�		�
�� "��
�� Lat. quattuor vir
, 
OIr. cethrar 

Bengali car-jon + X 
‘four-person.CLF + HUMAN’ 

 
 Habitual collocation Syntactic numeral- 

classifier construction 
 Lat. tr�s vir
 epul�n�s Bengali tin-jon purohit 
 Lat. septem vir
 epul�n�s Bengali �at-jon purohit 

- grammaticalization + 
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9.2.1.1. Cooccurrence of noun phrase and dvigu compound 
 
The cooccurrence of the noun phrase and the compound version 

documented above for collocations of the type “numeral plus ‘yoke’” 
recurs with the collocational type “numeral plus ‘man’”. 

 
NOUN-PHRASE VERSION COMPOUND VERSION 
NUMERAL + NOUN NP NUMERAL-NOUN COMPOUND 

‘X MEN’ ‘COLLEGE/BOARD OF X MEN’ 
*trei�es u�ih1ro-es     ‘three men’ *tri-u�ih1rom 
*ku�etu�ores u�ih1ro-es  ‘four men’ *kwetu�r'-u�ih1rom 

 
Old Irish makes wide use of the compound version, thus indirectly 

presupposing the Latin collocational type. The so-called personal numerals 
of Old Irish, triar, cethrar, cóicer, se(i)sser, ochtar, nónbor, de(i)chenbor ‘three, 
four, five, six, eight, nine, ten persons’, continue old numeral compounds 
with PIE *u�ih1ro- ‘college/board of X men’.49 Historically, they are neuter 
dvigu compounds in *–om, as reflected in the nasalization of the following 
word triggered by OIr. ilar ‘many’ from *pelh1u-u�ih1ro-m, and as exemplified 
by Latin triduum (< *tri-diu�om) ‘period of three days’, cf. Thurneysen (1946: 
243f.), Greene (1992: 517-519), and Stifter (2006: 231f.).  

Old Irish is peculiar in grammaticalizing not the noun-noun 
appositional type of Latin tr�s vir
 as a classifier construction, but rather its 
compound version, e.g., OIr. triar ‘group/board of three men, 
three-man-hood, threesome’ going back to PIE *tri-u�ih1rom. These 
compound numbers underwent morphologization as numeral pronouns, 
construed with the dependent genitive of the referent counted. The 
numeral pronouns of Old Irish came to develop uses functionally (though 
not structurally) equivalent to those of numeral classifiers. The 
desemanticization of the lexical component with the former meaning 
‘man’ is not yet completed in Old Irish, cf. e.g. 

 
3-MAN:CP. In keeping with their etymological connection with fer ‘man’, 

it is reasonable to assume that the Old Irish personal numbers were 

                         
49 There are phonological problems: nón-bor is not the regular development of *nou�en u�iron, 

which would have led us to expect *noínber instead, cf. noín ‘nine’, noínden ‘nine days’. 
But analogy after nomad ‘ninth’, as suggested by Greene (1992: 518), provides a possible 
explanation. 
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originally used solely to signify ‘a group of persons,’ specifically ‘adult 
men’: 

lotar dó a triur churad  
go.PRT3PL to.3SG.N their three.person.DAT warrior.GENPL 
lit. “they went there, their triumvirate of warriors”, “they, the three 
warriors went there” (LU 9033) 

But already by the Old Irish period, the usage of the personal numbers had 
been extended to refer to female and human referents in general:  

tánaicc Calcus ocus a thriar ban 
come.PRT3SG Calcus and his threesome woman.GENPL 
“Calcus and his three wives came” (St. Ercuil 1952, Stifter 2006: 232) 

Compare the Modern Irish usage of the substantive numeral to refer to 
male referents regardless of age: 

triar mac  
three.man son.GEN.PL 
‘three sons’ (Greene 1992: 531). 

Functionally, Old Irish triar churad ‘three-man-hood of 
warriors‘ corresponds to the type illustrated by Latin tr�s vir
 epul�n�s  
‘three men banqueters‘ = ‘the college of three banqueters’ or to the fully 
grammaticalized classifier type of Bengali. The co-occurrence of free 
collocation and its compound version can be projected back into PIE, e.g., 
PIE *trei�es u�ih1ro-es gwr'(H)-dhh1o-es, literally ‘three men bards’ alongside 
synonymous *tri-u�ih1rom gwr'(H)-dhh1o-om, literally ‘three-man-hood of 
bards’. 

 
9.2.2. WOMAN >> sex-marking morpheme 
 
In Proto-Indo-European, natural feminine gender could be marked 

lexically by apposing the generic term for woman. This state of affairs 
continued through the Old Latin period, to judge by examples such as the 
following (ThLL 6.462f., s.v. femina II): 

lupum ff�minam (ascribed to Ennius [Enn. Ann. 68 and 70 Vahl.2] by 
Quintilian Inst. 1.6.12); in the description of a sacrifice porcum ff�minam and 
porc� ff�min	 (Cato Agr. 1.134.1), porc� ff�min	 pi	culum faciundum (Cicero Leg. 
2.57); also le�n�s ff�minas (Gellius 13.7.3), f�min
s b�bus (Varro R. 2.1.17), agnus 
m	s 
dem ff�minaque (Liv. 28.11.3), m	s et ff�mina aquila (Varro L. 8.7). 
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9.2.2.1 PIE *(h1)es�r ‘woman’ and the feminine of the cardinals ‘three’ and 
‘four’ in Proto-Indo-European 

 
The existence of the lexical and appositional encoding of natural 

feminine gender sheds new light on an old claim. In 1934 Benveniste, 
following Meringer (1904: 171f.), drew attention to word-formational 
traces of the lexeme for ‘woman’ (*(h1e)sXr-, *(h1e)ser-, *(h1)sr-) as a feminine 
gender suffix. Benveniste (1934: 105f.) reconstructed Ved. tísras, Av. tišr� as 
the feminine form of the cardinal number ‘three’ *t(r)i (with dissimilatory 
r-loss50) plus *(h1e)s(o)res, to be glossed as ‘tres feminae’. The etymology 
proposed by Benveniste accounts for the zero-grade morpheme -sr- found 
in Sanskrit tisrás, cátasras, OIr. téoir, cethéoir, MWelsh teir, pedeir.51 

Benveniste’s proposal gains plausibility in light of the 
morphonologically even more transparent employment of the same 
lexeme to denote feminine gender in Hittite, e.g., haššuš ‘king’, haššuššara- 
‘queen’ (see already Ehelolf 1936: 185f.), and is generally accepted today (cf. 
e.g. Rieken 1999: 262, Ledo-Lemos 2000: 133-145). 

While Indo-Europeanists have concerned themselves mainly with 
further ascertaining the details of the morphonological reconstruction 
(Janda 1999: 320f., Rieken 1999: 262, Kim 2005: 128), the discussion by 
Oettinger (1986) goes a step further and sets out the details of the syntactic 
reconstruction. According to him (1986: 126), the employment of PIE 
*(h1)esor- ‘woman’ in the formation of the feminine cardinals ‘three’ and 
‘four’ may preserve the remnants of a pre-inflectional stage, with the 
numeral left uninflected and the encoding of natural gender conveyed by 
the apposed generic term for woman (“Vielleicht sind daher *kwét ésores, 
*tr(é)i� ésores als Zusammenrückungen zu betrachten, die … als syntaktische 
Fügungen ‘vier bzw. drei Frauen’ bezeichneten. Die Möglichkeit 
unflektierter Zahlwörter wäre für dieses frühe Stadium nicht 
auszuschließen.”) While Oettinger chose to be modest in his claim 
(“vielleicht”), the proposed pathway of development involving the 
apposition of ‘woman’ is immediately evident in light of the above 
                         
50 A precedent for such dissimilatory r-loss in PIE *tri- is furnished by Avestan tištriia- 

‘complex of three stars’ from *tri-štr-ii�a- < *tri-h2str-ii�o- (Janda 2008: 489). 
51 Phonologically, the Celtic forms descend from *tisres and *kwetesres, as was established 

by Cowgill (1957: 341-345); for more details, see Kim (2008). But while resolving the 
question of the origin of the feminine marker *-sr-, it poses new questions regarding the 
morphophonemics of the compound numerals, in particular how to account for the 
unexpected zero grade, a question to be addressed below. 
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discussion. It seems not to have been noticed that a construction of the 
type “cardinal numeral plus ‘woman’ plus counted object” corresponds 
exactly to the attested syntactic template comprising numeral plus generic 
term for ‘man/woman’ and counted object, the ancient Indo-European 
phraseological precursor of the typologically very frequent 
numeral-classifier construction. 

 
9.2.2.1.1. Reduction in univerbation 
 
The one obstacle on the formal side of the etymology which needs 

additional treatment is the unexpected zero-grade in the assumed 
erstwhile plural form of ‘woman’. For the plural of ‘woman’, PIE *(h1)ésores 
ought to be expected (the plural of amphikinetic PIE *(h1)és�r, cf. Rieken 
1999: 262f., Kim 2008: 145). This problem has resisted explanation so far, 
but it can be solved once it is recognized that the likeliness of unexpected 
zero-grades is heightened by morphonological and semantic factors. The 
phenomenon typically occurs in univerbation, and in particular in 
univerbations that belong to the core vocabulary. 

Prior to setting out the details of this explanation, it will be necessary to 
digress briefly on the connection between frequency, functionalization and 
allegro phenomena. Irregular loss of vowels and syllables has been 
recognized as a side effect of lexical high-frequency items at least since 
Meillet’s celebrated article of 1912. It was Meillet’s insight (1912: 138f.) that 
an increase in functional load and frequency is often associated with 
allegro phenomena. This connection can be instructively demonstrated 
with miminal pairs contrasting the same or homophonous words in 
differing degrees of grammaticalization. In such pairs, allegro treatment is 
confined to the grammaticalized member of the pair. Functional load 
furthers the irregular loss of phonemes, including vowels, ablaut grades, 
obstruents, or entire syllables. To demonstrate the cooccurrence of 
functional load and allegro phenomena, compare the following minimal 
pairs: 

 
   AAllegro form 
VERB  She has a cat. *She’s [= has] a cat. impossible 
AUXILIARY She has done it.  � She’s done it. possible 
   (cf. Diewald 1997: 13) 
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   AAllegro form 
VERB  He’s going to school. *He’s gonna school. impossible 
AUXILIARY He is going to do it.  � He’s gonna do it. possible 
  (cf. Hopper & Traugott 2003: 1) 
 
German   AAllegro form 
VERB  Er isst es wirklich. 

“He really eats it.” 
*Er iss-es wirklich. 
 

impossible 

COPULA Er ist es wirklich. 
“He really is it.” 

� Er iss-es wirklich. 
 

possible 

 
The correlation to be drawn between functional load and irregular 
phonological reduction is likely connected to semantics, for an increase in 
function and a decrease in lexical meaning diminish the importance of 
individual phonemes and derivational morphemes, thus allowing them to 
be reduced and eventually to disappear. 

The same phenomenon recurs on a syntactic level with syntactic 
formulas. In the course of grammaticalization, formulaic collocations tend 
to be “eroded” by the irregular loss of constituents, e.g. the loss of an 
otherwise mandatory article in the idiomatized in the light of >> in light of. 
The motivation behind this erosion is the same as with allegro phenomena: 
the loss of lexical meaning makes certain constituents dispensable. 
Syntactic condensation and allegro reduction in univerbation are 
phenomena of the same kind. 

Returning to our initial question, it is therefore not coincidental that 
instances of irregular zero-grade can be found in PIE exactly in the domain 
of function words (numerals, adverbs and prepositions) and univerbated 
collocations involving function words. 

 
(a) Univerbation of prepositional phrases. Cf. Nussbaum (1986: 82ff., 272), 

Forssman (2000: 51f.), e.g. 
PIE *g@hesri >> *g@hsri 
The PIE prepositional phrase *me g@hesri (loc.) ‘in/to the hand’ yields 

adverbial/prepositional *meg@hsri ‘near’ (Gk. ��@
�(�) ‘up to, as far as’, Arm. 
merj ‘near’) with irregular vowel syncope in the second syllable, cf. 
Nussbaum (1986: 82f., 132). 
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PIE *dhu�er >> dhur 
The PIE prepositional phrase *prX dhu�er (loc.) ‘before the door’ results in 

adverbial *prX dhur or *prX dhures (abl.) ‘out of the door’ > *prX dhurs > pr	dú� 
‘visible’ (Forssman 2000: 51f.), again with irregular vowel syncope in the 
second syllable. 

PIE *u�eti >> *uti 
The same applies to PIE *per u�eti ‘beyond the year, in the year before’, 

giving rise to adverbial *peruti (Gk. ��
��� ‘last year’, Arm. herow, OIc. (í) 
fj\rð, OIr. ónn-urid ‘since last year’) with irregular deletion of the second 
vowel already in PIE.  

PIE *g@neu� >> *g@nu 
PIE *� g@neu� (loc.) yields *�g@nu > YAv. 	-(x)šnu- ‘(extending) to the knees’ 

(Janda 1997: 156). 
For an example from the history of German note that OHG univerbated 

*hiu=t[ag]u gives rise to shortened hiutu > MHG hiute > Modern German 
heute ‚today’, and likewise MHG univerbated *h
=n[ah]t yields Modern 
Bavarian heint ‘this night, today’, as noted already by Meillet (1912: 138f.). 

(b) Univerbation of numeral-noun NPs. Cf. e.g.  
PIE *dek@m't- >> *dk@m't-  
PIE *du�(é)i�h1 plus *dek@m'tih1 ‘two tens’ is reduced to *du�íh1dk@m'tih1 in 

univerbation > PIE *u�ih1dk@m'tih1 (by early dissimilation *du�_dk@_ � *Øu�_dk@_) 
> PIE *u�ih1k@m'tih1 by the PIE sound law *dk@m' > *k@m' (Mayrhofer 1986: 152). 

PIE *dek@om-t >> *dk@om-t 
PIE collective t-stem *dék@om-t in PIE *tríh2 dek@om-t ‘three tens’ yields 

*trih2dk@om-t by phonetic reduction in univerbation. The latter form is 
indirectly reflected in Proto-Tocharian *tärya-kæ > B täry	ka ‘thirty’.52 

Alternatively, one might think of attributing the irregular zero-grade in 
decad formations like PIE *trih2 dk@om-t to intra-paradigmatic leveling of the 
zero-grade root of ablauting weak case forms, i.e., the first syllable of 
*dek@om-t would be aligned analogically with that of gen. *dk@m'-t-óhxom (Rau 
2009: 16). But two observations argue for subsuming the transformation of 
univerbated PIE *tríh2=dek@om-t ‘three tens’ into *tríh2dk@om-t under the 
phenomenon of reduction in univerbation. First, the case of PIE 
*du�ih1dk@m'tih1  > *du�ih1k@m'tih1 would require the alleged intra-paradigmatic 

                         
52 Note that *d(e)k@omt is doubly marked as a collective (with both *-t and *-h2) as 

*d(e)k@omt-h2 in Greek (-�!�	-�), just as the reflexes of PIE *kwetu�ór-h2 > *kwetu�^r (Goth. 
fidwor) are doubly marked to yield Indic catv�r-i and Tocharian B �tw�r-a by adding the 
collective formant *-h2 anew. 
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leveling to be older than the PIE sound law *dk@m' > *k@m', which would be odd 
given the later preservation of *dek@m'- in non-univerbated forms. Second 
and more importantly, the irregular deletion of the first vowel in *dek@om-t 
is confined to the univerbation of cardinal decad formations. In this 
respect, this formation differs markedly from uncompounded *dék@m'-t, 
which shows no trace of the same irregular vowel deletion. Thus 
uncompounded PIE *dek@m'tih1 remains intact in Lith. (dvì) d`šimti 
(reanalyzed as a fem. i-stem) and OCS (masc. d�va) des{t|, whereas the 
irregular vowel deletion is confined to the univerbated syntagm PIE 
*du�ih1dk@m'tih1 (Lat. v
gint
, Av. v
saiti). This clearcut dichotomy is 
straightforwardly accounted for by the envisaged reduction process, which 
is associated precisely with univerbation. 

To conclude, the irregular zero grade in *tisres and *kwetesres provides 
no formal obstacle to their origin in appositional collocations PIE *tri/kwet 
(h1)ésores. The irregular loss of the o-grade is to be subsumed under the 
more general phenomenon of irregular phonological reduction in 
univerbation. 

 
WOMAN >> numeral female classifier 

 
Syntagm Reduction in univerbation 
PIE *tri (h1)esores (h1)ek@u��s *t(r)isres (h1)ek@u��s 
PIE kwet (h1)esores (h1)ek@u��s *kwetesres (h1)ek@u��s 

‘three/four steeds’ 
 
9.2.2.1.2. The placement of the generic term MAN/WOMAN and adjectival 

conversion of apposed generic nouns 
 
The placement of the generic term ‘man/woman’ between the numeral 

and the counted object (Latin tr�s vvir
 epul�n�s) calls for comment. At first 
sight, it seems to contradict the above-claimed Indo-European tendency 
for unextended hyperonyms to follow their host. On closer inspection, 
however, the preposing of the generic noun before the head noun can be 
accounted for by adjectival conversion (cf. §4.2.3.).  

Before addressing this question, it will first be useful to discuss the 
displacement of the generic noun. In the domain of counting, the presence 
of a cardinal as determiner causes the term for man and woman to be 
preposed, cf.  
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Postposed ‘man/woman’ Preposed numeral + ‘man/woman’ 
construction 

Latin X + m	s/vir, Oscan X + nniir  
Latin agnum mm	rem Latin tr�s vvir
 epul�n�s  

(Fest. p. 204 Lindsay) (Liv. 33.42.1) 
Oscan minat-eís  ner-eís   

(Rix 2002: Cp 25)  
Hittite išhašššara-  Vedic ti-ssró dev~s  
‘mistress’ ‘three goddesses’ 
 (RV 1.13,9) 

 
Interestingly, the situation found in ancient Indo-European languages 

resembles that found in modern Bengali. As exemplified below, the 
unmarked position of apposed Bengali nouns is after the host noun. The 
same goes for the classifier if used as a definite marker, cf. Bengali 
�romik-jjon def. ‘the worker’, �romik-car-jjon, def. ‘the four workers’. By 
contrast, if used as an indefinite determiner phrase, the numeral plus 
classifier must precede the head noun, hence car-jon �romik ‘four labourers’ 
(Dasgupta 1983: 12): 

 
Postposed Preposed 
Bengali �romik-jjon  car-jjon �romik 
definite ‘the worker’ indefinite ‘four labourers’ 
�romik-car-jjon   
definite ‘the four workers’  

 
Thus, both Latin and Bengali alike attest to a rule which interposes 

apposed nouns between a cardinal number and the counted noun. This 
special rule can most straightforwardly be accounted for by postulating the 
adjectival conversion of the apposed noun and appealing to the default 
pre-head position of adjectives in Latin and Bengali. 

In general, the adjectival zero-conversion of appositional nouns is a 
demonstrably widespread phenomenon in Indo-European languages. It 
typically occurs 
� with nouns expressing abstract qualities, e.g., French bête ‘stupid’ 

ultimately from Lat. b�stia ‘wild animal, ferocity’, German schade ‘pity, 
pitiful’ ultimately from the MHG substantive schade ‘damage’, and Greek 
¬��!� ‘false’ from the substantive ¬��!� ‘lie’; 
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� with quantifying abstracts: Latin omnis ‘whole, all, every’ from *op-ni- 
‘entirety’, Latin potis ‘capable’ from *pot-i- ‘master, capacity’, Greek 
�!X�� ‘much, many’ from *polh1-u- ‘multitude’; 

� and with concrete generic nouns such as ‘man’ and ‘woman’, e.g. in 
Latin m	s and f�mina (cf. ThLL 6.462f., s.v. f�mina II d� anim	libus fer� 
adiect
v
 loc�). 

The desubstantival origin of these words is indicated by their 
morphology–e.g., the acrostatic accent-ablaut class of �!X�� or the 
substantival stem class (s-stem ¬��!�, (n)i-stem abstract omnis)–and in 
general by their etymology (e.g. French bête < Latin b�stia). 

Note the incipient character of the conversion. Many of the 
desubstantival adjectives are pseudo-adjectives, as indicated by their 
morphological defectivity (lack of gradation) and by syntactic constraints, 
e.g. exclusion of attributive use (German schade, Latin potis). 

Languages such as Greek, which positionally distinguish preposed 
adjectives and postposed appositional substantives, likewise hint at the 
adjectival conversion of a noun by its leftward relocation. Thus, Ancient 
Greek, while postposing appositional nouns, e.g., '�!�� ¬¬��!� ��� #X��� 
(Plato Cra. 385c), prefers the pre-head position in ��
��!�®� 	� ��� ¬¬��!� 
'�!�� (Plato Plt. 281a). And Old Latin, despite its clear preference for 
postposing appositional f�mina, begins to prepose f�mina in f�minis b�bus 
(Varro R. 2.1.17), m	s et ff�mina aquila (Varro L. 8.7). 

 
9.3. Conclusion 
 
The foregoing discussion establishes two points. 
First, Proto-Indo-European shows a strong predilection towards 

postposing generic appositional substantives. The connection in 
Indo-European between postposing and OV word order is confirmed by 
typological comparison and can be accounted for by left-branching 
semantic subordination. 

Second, there is a continuity between apposed generic nouns on the 
phraseological level in ancient Indo-European and nominal classifiers on 
the syntactic level in Modern Indo-Aryan. The case of the generic terms for 
‘man’ and ‘woman’ illustrates both the beginning and the end of the 
grammaticalization of nominal classifiers. It demonstrates that the often 
claimed interface between lexicon and syntax is not just an abstract 
postulation but a concrete reality. 
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, s�vir 54f., s�vir� 55 
tenebrae 52 
triduum 56 
tr
gae 52f. 
urbs 27 
v
gint
 62 
 

Oscan 
niir 63, gen. nnereís 15, 63 
dat. patereí 13 
pai, paí 53 
 
Umbrian 
nom. iu-pater 13 
dat. iuve patre 12f. 
 
South Picene 
gen. toutikes di-poteres 13 
 
 
Indo-Iranian 
 
Bengali 
classifier -jon 9, 55, 63 
 
Sanskrit, Vedic 
cátasras 58 
catur-yúj-, cátur-yuga- 52 
devó 11 
voc. dyàu� pítar 13 
nom. dyáu� pit�  13 
r�jan  12, r�j	 27 
támisr	� 52 
tisrás 58, 63 
tri-yugám 52 
jána� 9, 55 
pr	dú� 61 
 
Avestan 
	-(x)šnu- 61 
tišr� 58 
tištriia- 5848 
v
saiti 62 
 
 
Slavic 
 
Old Curch Slavonic 
d�va des{t| 62 
pl. muži 17 
�lov�k� 17 
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Tocharian 
 
B 	l yriye 3938  
A 	pä� 23 
B käryorttau 23 
B kä��i 38, A kä��i 39, A kä��in	 38 
B k	l�ke� 23 
A pl. kulew	ñ 14 
B pl. klaiyna 14, 38, klainants 38 
B klaina �roñ 3938  
B kaún-ñäkte 46 
B kuntistsek	nac 23 
B luwo 16, 23, luwa 16, lw	ntse 23 
A m	car 23 
A n	täk 22f., 27 
A mä�kit, mä�kite, mä�kit	ñ 39 
B ñ
kte 11 
A ñäkte�ñ	� 22, 38 
B p	car 12, A p	car 23 
A pracar, pracrä�� 23, pracre 39 
A pt	ñkät 39, pt	ñktac 22 
B purohite�  23 
A riyä� 23 
B saswe 38, saswa 22, säswe�ntse 22 
B pl. �r	y 14, 38 
B täry	ka 61 
B walo, l	nte  22 
A wäl, l	nt 12, pl. l	�� 22, lats	c 22 
B wap	ntsai 23 
B werpi�katstse 23 
 
 
Proto-Indo-European 
 
complex collective suffix  

*-eh2-i-t > *-eh2-i-d 52f. 
 
*(h1)es�r, *(h1)esores 58, 63 

*tri (h1)esores (h1)ek@u��s >> 
*t(r)isres (h1)ek@u��s 62 
*kwet (h1)esores (h1)ek@u��s >> 
*kwetesres (h1)ek@u��s 62 

 
*dék@m'-t 52, dék@m'-t-s 53 

*du�(é)i�h1 *dek@m'tih1 >> 
*du�íh1dk@m'tih1  61 

*X dek@om-t >> X dk@om-t 61 
 
nom. *d(i)i��u�s ph2t�r 13 
voc. *d(í)i�eu� ph2�ter 13 
 
*tri-diu�om 56 
 
*i�ugom 
 *du�(o)i�h1 i�ugoi�h1 52 

*trih2 i�ugeh2 52 
*kwetu��r i�ugeh2 52 
*du�i-i�ugom, *du�oi�o-i�ugom 52 
*tri-i�ugom 52 
*kwetu�r'-i�ugom 52 

 
*me g@hesri >> *meg@hsri 60 
*� g@neu� >> *�g@nu 61 
*per u�eti >> *peruti 61 
*prX dhu�er >> *prX dhur 61 
 
*u�ih1ros 

*trei�es u�ih1ro-es 56 
*ku�etu�ores u�ih1ro-es 56 
*tri-u�ih1rom 56 
*kwetu�r'-u�ih1rom 56 
*pelh1u-u�ih1ro-m 56 
*trei�es u�ih1ro-es gwr'(H)-dhh1o-es 57 
*tri-u�ih1rom gwr'(H)-dhh1o-om 57 

 


